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THE LIFE AND IMPORTANCE OF CLEMENT OF ROI1E 
Providence, in different ways, has guarded the memo-
ries of the holy men and women who well deserve this in the 
Christian church. Of some, it has preserved the outward ap-
pearances of life, the story of their deeds and sufferings; of 
others, the writings. The latter is the case with the man we 
now contemplate. He stands in the rank of "Apostolic Fathers," 
or men next to the Apostles' times, whose writings are, in age, 
nearest to the New Testament Canon. His outer life is little 
known to us, but in his writings, especially the one affirmed 
positively to be hiS, his Christian mind leaves us its testimony 
Clement, called Romanus, to distinguish him from 
Clement of Alexandria, was connected by birth with the family 
of the Caesars. His father Faustus was a near relative and a 
foster brother of the reigning emperor (T. Flavinus Sabinus), 
and had married one Mattidia, likewise a woman of a prominent 
family in Rome. Two elder sons, Faustinus and Faustinianus, who 
were twins, were born to this union and later Clement, who was 
born many years after his brothers. Clement is alone in the 
world at the time when he first comes to our notice. Years be-
fore this, when he was still an infant, his mother left home to 
escape dishonora'b1e advances from her husband f s brother, and had 
1 
2 
taken her two elder sons with her. Not wishing to reveal his 
brother's shameful wickedness to Faustus, lest it should bring 
disturbance and dishonor to their family, she pretended to have 
a dream which warned her to leave home for a time with her twin 
children. He accordingly planned to send them to reside at 
Athens, for the greater convenience of their education. She 
then set sail for Athens and on the way a storm arose at sea, 
the vessel was wrecked on the shores of Palestine, and she was 
separated from her children, whom she supposed to have been 
drowned. Thus she was left a lone woman dependent on the chari-
ty of others. Pirates captured the two sons and sold them to 
Justa, the Syrophoenician woman mentioned in the Gospels, who 
educated them as her own children, giving them the names Aquila 
and Nicetes. As they grew up, they became fellow-disciples of 
Simon Magus, and later were brought under the teaching of 
Zacchaeus; and through his influence, they attached themselves 
to st. Peter, whom they accompanied from that time forward on 
his missionary circuits. 
Hearing nothing of them, though he sent messages on 
purpose every year, their father Faustus determined, after many 
fruitless inquiries, to go in search of them himself. Accord-
ingly, he sailed for the East, leaving at home, under the charge 
of guardians, his youngest son Clement, then a boy of twelve 
years. Clement heard nothing more of his father from then on 
3 
and suspected that he had died of grief or had been drowned in 
the sea. 
Thus Clement grew up to manhood a lonely orphan. From 
his childhood, he had pondered the deep questions of philosophy, 
until they took such hold on his mind that he could not shake 
them off. On the immortality of the soul especially, he had 
spent much anxious thought to no purpose. The prevailing philo-
sophical systems had all failed to give him the satisfaction 
which his heart craved. During the reign of Tiberius Caesar 
a rumor reached the imperial city that an inspired teacher had 
appeared in Judea, working miracles and enlisting recruits for 
the kingdom of God. Immediately Clement was led to sail to 
Judea, but was driven by a wind to Alexandria, and landing there, 
he fell in with one Barnabas, and from him received his first 
lessons .in the Gospel. From Alexandria he sailed to Caesarea, 
where he found Peter, to whom he had been commended by Barnabas. 
He attached himself to his company, and attended him on his sub-
sequent journeys. 
At the moment when Clement made the acquaintance of St 
Peter, the apostle had arranged to hold a public discussion with 
Simon Magus. Wishing to know something about this false teacher, 
Clement was referred to Aquila and Nicetes, who gave him an ac-
count of Simon and of their previous connection with him. In 
the midst of the public discourse, Simon escaped secretly from 
4 
Caesarea • st. Peter followed him from city to city, providing 
the antidote to his baneful teaching. On the shores of the 
Island of Aradus, st. Peter encountered a beggar woman, who had 
lost the use of her hands. In answer to his inquiries, she told 
him that she was the wife of a powerful nobleman, that she had 
left home with her two elder sons for reasons which she ex-
plained, and that she had been shipwrecked and lost her children 
at sea. For a time, St. Peter was put off the track by her giv-
ing feigned names from shame, but the recognition was only de-
layed. Clement found in this beggar woman his long-lost mother, 
and the Apostle healed her ailment. 
Meanwhile, Aquila and Nicetes had preceded the Apostle 
to Laodicea. When st. Peter arrived there, they were surprised 
to find a strange woman in his company. He related her story 
and they were astounded and overjoyed. They declared themselves 
to be the lost Faustinus and Faustinianus, and that she was 
their mother. While they were rejoicing in their reunion, St. 
Peter entered into conversation with an old man whom he had ob-
served watching the proceedings in secret. st. Peter's sus-
picions were aroused by the story. He asked this friend's name, 
and found that he was none other than Faustus and the husband of 
Mattidia. Thus Clement recovered the last of his lost relatives, 
and the Recognitions are complete. 




or three generations of his death. It is embodied in two extant 
works, the Clementine Homilies l , and the Clementine Recognitions, 
with insignificant differences of detail. Yet it has no claim 
to be regarded as authentic; and we may even question whether 
its author ever intended it to be accepted as a narrative of 
facts. 
The reputation of Clement was so great that even in 
antiquity numerous legends grew up about him, and apocryphal 
writings were circulated under his name. We are here, however, 
concerned only with the few authentic facts about him that are 
known through ancient authors. 
I shall not mention anything of what is reported by 
some concerning his noble birth and family, of his studies at 
Athens, and of the occasion and manner of his conversion to 
Christianity, which they tell us was wrought by St. Peter, whom 
he met with Barnabas at Caesarea, and who there first declared 
to him the doctrine of Christ and inclined him to a good opinion 
of ito All this is very uncertain, and justly doubted by many 
authors. Rather, I will observe that whatever his condition was 
before he became a Christian, he was held in no small reputation 
after, but merited such a character from the ancient fathers as 
lAlexander Roberts and James Donaldson. Ante-Nicene 
Christian Library. The Clementine Homilies, Vol. 17. Edinburgh: 
1870. 
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1s hardly given to any besides the Apostles. 
The first part of his life, after his conversion, is 
unknown except that, as we are told in the general, he was St. 
peter's disciple; so it may be probable that for some time he 
followed his leading, and was subject to his direction. 
Whatever he was, or wherever he labored before, in 
this, I think, antiquity is absolutely agreed, that he at last 
became Bishop of Rome, and was placed in that See, by the ex-
press direction of one or both of the Apostles, St. Peter and 
st. Paul. Whom he succeeded, or at what time to fix his entranc 
on that great charge, is a point of great dispute. 2 
The earliest witness on this point is Hegesippus, who 
remained for some time at Corinth, and who seems to have insti-
tuted particular inquiries into the divisions that had taken 
place there. We know also that in his work he mentions the 
letter sent by the Roman Church to the Corinthian Church,3 and 
the words in which Eusebius announces this, after some things 
said by him with regard to the letter of Clement, would incline 
us to believe that he did mention Clement, but tne description 
of the letter may possibly have been Eusebius' own. 4 Hegesippus 
2w. Adams. The Genuine Epistles of the A50st01iC Fathers. Hartford: Parsons and Hills, l83~ p. 1 • ~Eusebius, History Ecclesiastical, IV. 22. 
James Donaldson. A Critical History of Christian 
Literature and Doctrine. Maciillan and Co., 1864: I. 91. 
7 
,~ giveS us therefore no statement with regard to Clement, but we 
learn from him that the circumstances which called forth the 
Roman letter took place in the reign of Domitian. On this in-
formation, we shall be warranted in believing that Clement 
flourished at that time, if we get satisfactory testimony to 
his authorship of the epistle. The first witness to this is 
Dionysius, an overseer of the Corinthian Church. Thus the 
testimonies of Hegesippus and Dionysius combined warrant the be-
lief that Clement was living in the time of Domitian. 
Whenever Clement is mentioned by most of the other 
writers, it is in regard to the place he held in the line of the 
overseers of the Roman Church. Irenaeus being the most im-
portant, his words are: tiThe Blessed Apostles Peter and Paul, 
having founded and built up the Church, gave the office of over-
sight to Linus. This Linus Paul has mentioned in his letters 
to Timothy. He is succeeded by Anencletus. After him, in the 
third place from the Apostles, Clement obtains the oversight, 
who also saw the Apostles themselves and conversed with them, 
and who still had the preaching of the Apostles ringing in his 
ears, and their doctrine before his eyes. tl 5 The minute accuracy 
of these statements is open to question. Everything must depend 
5Tb1d., 98. 
8 
on the critical faculty of Irenaeus, which unfortunately was not 
great. The assertion that st. Paul and st. Peter founded the 
Roman Church and built it up is very questionable. We know from 
his Epistle to the Romans that st. Paul did not found it, and 
that st. Peter had very little connection with it is also a mat-
ter of certainty, indeed it is probable that he had no connecti 
with it at all. Besides this, according to the statement of 
Irenaeus, there is extreme unlikelihood that there was only one 
overseer in the Roman Church at a time. The Corinthian Church 
had roore than one, mos t of th e churche s of whi ch we know any-
thing had more than one, and we may rest assured that the Roman 
Church no doubt also had more than one. 
The most precise information we have is in Eusebius. 
He quotes Irenaeus, and elsewhere gives the same succession as 
he gave, stating that Clement succeeded Anencletus in the twelf 
year of the reign of Domitian, 93 A.D.,6 and died in the third 
year of the reign of Trajan, 101 A.D. On what authority Euse-
bius fixed these dates we do not know, but we can be quite sure 
that he was fairly careful; and, on the whole, this is the most 
satisfactory information we can now obtain on the subject. 
The tradition with regard to the position of Clement 
in the line of succession from the Apostles was by no means 
6Eusebius, History Ecclesiastical, III. i5, 34. 
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uniform. Eusebius had access only to the Greek form of it given 
in Irenaeus. Tertullian is known to have regarded Clement as 
the immediate successor of Peter. He attacks the churches of 
the heretics by challenging them to show "the order of their 
overseers so running down by succession from the beginning, that 
. 
the first overseer had some one as his ordainer and predecessor 
who was either an Apostolic man who lived with the Apostles or 
an Apostle. For the Apostolic Churches hand down their rolls in 
this way, as the Church of the Smyrneans relates that Polycarp 
was placed by John, and the Church of the Romans that Clement 
was ordained by Peter.,,7 The implication of these words, that 
Tertullian regarded Clement as the first overseer of the Roman 
Church, is not positively certain. His argument would be more 
sound, and stronger, if Clement were only the third from the 
Apostles, for then the Roman Church could show, not merely one, 
but several Apostolic men in its roll. Still it has been almost 
universally accepted to indicate that Tertullian believed Clemen 
to be the first, and at least the greatest probability is that 
such was his belief. Jerome makes the statement that most of 
the Latins represented Clement as the successor of Peter. It is 
supposed by Schliemann that this belief owed its origin to the 
7James Donaldson. A Critical History of Christian 
Literature and Doctrine. Macmillian and Co., 18~, I. 93. 
10 
f" Clementines, who introduce Clement as the disciple of Peter. 8 
He substantiates this by finding a passage in Origen confirming 
thiS idea, for Origen, in quoting from The Recognitions, de-
scribes the writer as "Clement the Roman, a disciple of the 
Apostle Peter." The testimony of Origen is not of great help 
here because he merely asserts that Clement was a disciple, whi 
he may have been even had he been third in the succession. It 
is extremely doubtful therefore whether we can with security 
give the description of Clement in the Philocalia to Origen, 
for nothing is more common than for an ancient editor to put in 
explanatory remarks such as that which occurs in Chapter XXII of 
this same Philocalia9 in relation to the same Clement. Here he 
is called Ita Bishop of Rome," an expression entirely unknown to 
the time of Origen. There is no doubt, however, that the 
Clementine stories were used by later writers as historical, and 
from the preface of RufinuslO to the Recognitions we learn that 
many based the belief in Clement's immediate succession of Peter 
on the letter of Clement to the Apostle James, where we find not 
only that Clement was constituted Bishop by St. Peter, but with 
what formality the whole affair was transacted. It tells us tha 
the Apostle, aware of his approaching dissolution, presented 
.Clement before the Church as a fit person to be his successor. 
8Loc • 
l6Ibid • , J.B.L1 
11 
Clement, however, with all possible modesty declined the honor. 
st. Peter in turn, in a long discourse, urged it upon him, giving 
in detail the particular duties both of Ministers in their re-
spective orders and capacities, and also of the people. Having 
finished, he laid his hands upon him, and compelled him to take 
bis seat. 
In all probability, the fact was that none of them knew 
anYthing about the matter. Writers after the time of Eusebius 
.ade endless conjectures and opinions, some placing him first, 
second and some fourth, and some trying to bring together all 
these various opinions. Of the different attempts at reconcilia-
tion, two may be noticed more as characteristic of the mode in 
which these later writers dealt with such matters than as likely 
to give light to our investigation. Rufinus,ll in his preface 
to the Clementine Recognitions, tries to solve it by the sup-
position that Linus and Anencletus were overseers of the Roman 
Church while Peter lived, and after his death it fell to the lot 
of Clement to become the overseer. This supposition does not 
have any testimony to support it as Rufinus did not feel the need 
of it. It seems to be true in one respect as it frees Peter en-
tirely from the oversight. It is very unlikely that either Peter 
Paul was an overseer in any church. Epiphanius12 has the 
llIbid., 64,147. l2Ibid., 67,169. 
12 
other explanation. This is only one of his conjectures on the 
subject. He supposes that Clement received his appointment as 
overseer from Sto Peter, but that he did not fill his office 
while LinuS and Anencletus were alive. This conjecture is based 
solely on the words of Clement in the Epistle to the Corinthian 
These words are an exhortation by a person filled with love 
saying, "if on account of me there are division, strife, and 
schisms, I go out of the' way, I retire." 
In regard to the many statements given about Clement, 
there is one which has attracted considerable attention. Is he 
the person mentioned in the Epistle to the Philippians? The 
first mention of it occurs in Origen, who identifies him with 
the Clement mentioned by St. Paul writing to the Philippians 
(chapter IV:3) as among those "fellow laborers whose names are 
in the Book of Life. 13 This was a very obvious solution. As 
Hermas the writer of The Shepherd was identified with his name-
sake who appears in the salutations of the Epistle to the Romans, 
(chapter XVI:14) so in like manner Clement the writer of the 
Epistle was assumed to be the same with the Apostle's companion 
to whom he sends greeting in the Epistle to the Philippians. 
(chapter IV:3). That others may have made this same identifica-
tion before Origen is not improbableo At all events, after his 
time, writers are unanimous in representing him as the person, 
13 22. 
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and Eusebius oftener than once thus speaks of him. That the 
Clement mentioned was a Philippian is probable enough, but there 
is no reason why a Philippian should not find his way to Rome 
and hold a high position in the Roman Church, nor is there any-
thing in the letter of the Roman Church inconsistent with the 
idea that the writer of it was a disciple of Paulo In fact the 
letter informs us that the writer knew at least some of the 
writings of Paul. 
Whether the writer of this Epistle was of Jewish or 
Gentile origin is a question which has been frequently discussed 
and answered in many different ways. On the one hand, critics 
have pleaded that the writer betrays his Jewish parentage when 
he speaks of "Our Father Jacob," "Our Father Abraham" (chapter 
31 of the Epistle to the Corinthians); but this language is 
round to be common to early Christian writers, whether Jewish 
or Gentile. On the other hand, it has been inferred from the 
order "Day and Night," that he must have been a Gentile; but ex-
amples from the Apostolic writings show that this argument also 
is quite invalid, or again, that he must have been a Gentile has 
been drawn from the mention of "Our General," by which expressi 
the writer is supposed to indicate his position as before all 
things a Roman borno Any Hellenist Jew who was a native of Rome 
.could equally use that language. Setting aside these special e 
pressions however, and looking to the general character of the 
14 
letter, we can hardly be mistaken in regarding it as the natural 
,outpouring of one whose mind was saturated with the knowledge of 
the Old Testament. Like the author of the Book of Wisdom, the 
writer here has a certain amount of classical culture (Sections 
20 25 33, 37, 38, 55 of the Epistle to the Corinthians). The , , ~.------------------------
thoughts and diction alike are molded on "the Law and the Proph-
ets and the Psalms." His knowledge is very thorough and inti-
.ate of the Septuagint Version, but shows no acquaintance with 
the Scriptures in their original tongue. Therefore we may well 
class him as a Hellenist. He quotes profusely, and sometimes 
his quotations are obviously made from memory. He is acquainted 
with traditional interpretations of the sacred texts (Sections 
7, 9, 11, 31)0 He borrows many words and phrases from the Greek 
Bible, even where he is not directly quoting it. From constant 
study, his style has taken on a strong Hebraistic tinge. All 
this points to an author of Jewish or proselyte parentage, who 
trom a child had been reared in the knowledge of this one book. 
Concerning the death of Clement, there is no less con-
troversy among learned men than there has been about the order 
and time of his succession to his Bishopric. The Epistle to the 
Corinthians (Section 7) sufficiently shows us that he lived in 
expectation of martyrdom, and was ready to have undergone it if 
it would be necessary, but that he underwent such suffering, as 
some have declared, is a matter of some doubt. Rufinus, who d 
15 
the first to call him a martyr. Another follow-
# this thought was Cotelerius, who gives us a lengthy detail 
.1" OJ. 
.r the martyrdom of Clement in the first volume of the "Patres 
AEosto1ici.tt Clement was banished by Trajan to Chersonesus, and 
afterwards drowned in the Black Sea. On reaching his place of 
exile, he found 2000 Christians condemned to work in a marble 
quarry. As the water they used had to be brought six miles, 
Clement caused a spring to break forth close to the quarry. This 
airac1e led to the conversion of a great multitude in the prov-
ince, and the building in one year of 75 churches. This in turn, 
led to Clementrs martyrdom. An anchor was fastened to his neck, 
and he was cast into the sea. The people, bewailing him, prayed 
God to reveal his remains to them. In answer to their prayer, 
the sea receded, and the people, going in on dry ground, found 
the body of the martyr buried with the anchor in a marble tomb, 
but were not permitted to remove it. Every year, on the anni-
versary of the martyrdom, the sea repeats this miracle of reced-
ing for seven days; but neither Eusebius (who is usually very 
exact in his observations on such things) nor any of the Fathers 
still nearer his time, (Irenaeus, Alexandrinus, Tertullian), take 
any notice of it.l~ As to the account which some others have 
more lately given us of the manner of his death, it is probable 
-
14 Eusebius, ~. ~, 18. 
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that it may have been due to their confusing Flavius Clemens, 
the Roman consul, with Clement, Bishop of Rome, who suffered 
.. rtyrdom for the Faith about the time of which they speak, and 
some other parts of whose character, such as his relation to the 
emperor and banishment into pontus, they ascribe to him. 
Whatever may have been the mode of his death, he may 
none the less be considered one of the Church's faithful wit-
nesses, for amid great suffering and persecutions he preserved 
that frame of mind which resembles a martyr. This frame of mind 
1s especially evident in the letters which Clement wrote to the 
Church at Corinth. Dissensions were very prevalent even in st. 
paul's time. The schism, in wider and more aggravated form, it 
leems, broke out anew, setting itself against the authority of 
the Church. Clement, in hearing of it, exhorted the Church to 
unity, humility, to obedience and patience. 
The newly elected emperor, Marius Ulpine Traianus, 
who was very zealous for his religion, and on that account 
a severe enemy to Christians, enacted several laws. He pub-
lished one whereby he forbade the societies or colleges, 
erected up and down the Roman empire where men were accus-
tomed to meet and pretended to discuss great matters of bus-
iness, sustenance of mutual love and friendship, which the Roman 
state still beheld with a jealous eye as hotbeds of treason 
and sedition. Under these unlawful combinations, the Christian 
mblies were looked upon by their enemies for being con-•• se 
17 
derated under one common president and constantly meeting at 
f,e 
~eir solemn love-feasts, and especially for being of a differ 
wership than the religion of the Empire. The Christians, in 
turn, thought they might proceed against them as illegal socie-
ties, and contemners of the imperial constitution, wherein, St. 
Clement, as head of the society at Rome, was sure to bear the 
'eepest share. Indeed, it was no more than what he himself had 
long expected, as appears from his Letter to the Corinthians 
(Section 7), where having spoken of the torments and sufferings 
which the holy Apostles had undergone, he tells them that he 
looked upon himself and his people as~~ a~~~ 't~ crx~~~a~l, set to 
run the same race,xat 0 a~~~, ~~rv ayw~ ~~rX€l~al, and that the 
lame fight and conflict was laid up for them. 
Clement, however, was not left without witness for he 
vas honored at Rome by a Church erected in his memory. Jerome, 
writing in 392 A.D., after referring to the death of Clement, 
adds, tla Church erected at Rome preserves to this day the memory 
at his name," or as Lightfoot translates it, "protects to this 
day the memorial chapel built in his name," since "memoria" is 
trequently used to denote the small oratory or chapel built over 
the tomb or otherwise commemorative of martyrs and other saints 
: l5Lightfoot, ~. ~., 91. ~------------------------
18 
zosimus16 mentions it a quarter of a century after this 
te when he held a court here to consider the case of Caelest! 48 , 
u' the Pelagian. Some generations later, we find Gregory the 
Great delivering more than one of his homilies in this building, 
and in the succeeding centuries ~t occupies a position of 
prominence among the ecclesiastical buildings of Rome. 
A truer and nobler monument of Clement, even than the 
architectural remains, is his extant Letter to the Corinthians. 
this letter will be considered from other aspects in later chap-
ters. We are only concerned with it here, in so far as it throw 
light on his character and position in literature. 
The first Epistle, bearing the name of Clement, has 
been preserved to us in a single manuscript only. Though very 
frequently referred to by ancient Christian writers, it remained 
unknown to the scholars of Western Europe until discovered in 
the Alexandrian manuscripto This manuscript of the Sacred 
Scriptures (known and generally referred to as Codex A) was pre-
sented in 1628 by Cyril, Patriarch of Constantinople, to Charles 
I., and is now preserved in the British Museum. There are two 
writings, which are a supplement to the books of the New Testa-
ment contained in it, described as the Epistles of one Clement. 
Of these, that now before us is the first. It is passably per-
fect, but there are many slight gaps in the manuscript, and one 
- 16 176. 
... 
l eaf is supposed to have been lost towards the close. wbole 
19 
These gaps, however, though numerous in some chapters, do not 
generally extend beyond a word or syllable, and can for the most 
part be easily supplied. 
The date of this Epistle has been the subject of con-
. 
siderable controversy. It appears from Chapter Five to be later 
than the persecution in the time of Nero, and from Chapters 
Forty-two and Forty-four it is clear that the age of the apostle 
is regarded as past. It can, therefore, scarcely be older than 
75 to 80 A.D. On the other hand Chapter Forty-four speaks of 
presbyters who were appointed by the Apostles and were still 
alive, and there is no trace of any of the controversies or 
persecutions of the Second Century. It is, therefore, probably 
not much later than 100 A.D. If it be assumed that Chapter One, 
which speaks of trouble and perhaps of persecution, refers to 
time of Domi tian, it can probably be dated as 96 A.D.; but we 
know very little about the alleged persecution in the time of 
Domltian, and it would not be prudent to decide that the Epistle 
cannot be another 10 or 15 years later. It is safest to say tha 
it must be dated between 75 and 110 A.D.i but within these limi 
there is a general agreement among critics to regard as most 
probable the last decade of the First Century. 
It is necessary, I believe, to make an analysis of the 
contents of the one genuine Epistle in order that we might be 
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. ..ointed with what he wrote when we come to analyze in detail 
aCq~ 
bis style, that is, how he wrote. 
The Church of Corinth has been led by a few violent 
spirits into a sedition against its rulers. No appeal seems to 
bave been made to Rome, but a letter was sent in the name of the 
Church of Rome by St. Clement to 'restore peace and unit yo He 
begins by explaining that his delay in writing has been caused 
by the sudden calamities which, one after another, had just been 
happening to the Roman Church. The reference is clearly to the 
persecution of Domitian. The former high reputation of the 
Corinthian Church is recalled, its piety and hospitality, its 
obedience and discipline. Jealousy had caused divisions; it was 
jealousy that led Cain, Esau and others into sin; it was jealo 
to which Peter and Paul and multitudes with them fell victims. 
The Corinthians are urged to repent after the example of the 
Patriarchs, and to be humble like Christ Himself. "Let them ob-
serve order, as all creation does." A curious passage on the 
Resurrection is somewhat of an interruption in the sequence; all 
that creation provides proves the Resurrection and so does the 
Phoenix, which every five hundred years consumes itself, that it 
offspring may arise out of its ashes (Section 23:6). "Let us, 
Clement continues, forsake evil and approach God with purity, 
clinging to his blessing, which the Patriarchs so richly obtain-
ed, for the Lord will quickly come with his rewards; let us look 
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Christ, our high priest, above the angels at the right 
hand of the Father" (Section 36). "Discipline and subordination 
are necessary as in an army and in the human body, while arro-
gance is absurd, for man is nothing. The Apostles foresaw feuds, 
and provided for a succession of bishops and deacons; such, 
therefore, cannot be removed at' nleasure. The just have always 
been persecuted. Read st. Paul's first Epistle to you, how he 
condemns party spirit. It is shocking that rew should disgrace 
the Church at Corinth. Let us beg for pardon; nothing is more 
beautiful than charity; it was shown by Christ when He gave Him-
self for us; by living in this love, we shall be in the number 
of the saved through Jesus Christ, by whom is glory to God for-
ever and ever, Amen. tf (Section 58). 
Ir anyone disobey, he is in great danger; but we will 
pray that the Creator may preserve the number or His elect in 
the whole world. Then follows the beautiful Eucharistic prayer. 
We have no explicit iTIrormation as to the result of 
Clement's affectionate concern and instruction regarding the 
Corinthians, but the greatest hope, coming from indirect sources, 
would be that it had been effectual. Hegesippus visited Corinth 
on his way to Rome more than half a century l.a ter and thus be-
came acquainted with the comdition of the Church at both places. 
The feuds at Corinth in the Age of Domitian and the letter writ-
ten by Clement are mentioned together. To this he added, "and 
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the Church of Corinth remained steadfast in the true doctrine 
".l~evev ••• £v ~~ 6pe~ AOY~) till the Episcopate of Primus in 
corinth. ltl? From this we may well conclude that the Corinthian 
Cburch waS restored to its integrity by Clement's rebuke and 
onsultation, and continued true up to the time of his own visit 
c . 
!his is further confirmed by the fact that Clement's letter was 
read regularly on Sundays in the Church of Corinth and it was 
beld in very great esteem by the early church. The account give 
or it by Eusebius (History Ecclesiastical, III. 16) is as fol-
lows: "There is one acknowledged Epistle of this Clement (whom 
be has just identified with the friend of st. Paul), great and 
admirable, which he wrote in the name of the Church of Rome to 
the Church at Corinth, sedition having then arisen in the latter 
Church 0 We are aware that this Epistle has been publicly read 
in very many churches both in old times, and also in our own 
day." 
The Epistle before us thus appears to have been read 
in numerous churches, as being almost on a level with the Canoni 
cal Writings, and its place in the Alexandrian Manuscript, im-
mediately after the inspired books, is in harmony with the posi-
tion thus assigned it in the primitive church. There does, how-
ever, appear to be a great difference between it and the inspire 
l?Eusebius, History Ecclesiastical, IV. 22. 
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... 
in many respects, such as the fanciful use sometimes writings 
de of Old Testament statements, and the fabulous stories which 
-, 
are accepted by its author, but the high tone of evangelical 
truth which pervades it, the simple and earnest appeals which it 
makes to the heart and conscience, and the anxiety with which 
. 
its writer so constantly seeks to promote the best interests of 
the Church of Christ, still imparts an undying charm to this 
precious relic of' later Apostolic Times. 
Polycarp, who wrote early in the second century, ap-
pears to have been acquainted with the letter for his extant 
Epistle presents many striking coincidence of language. It is 
less certain that the passage in Ignatius Polycarp V, €l ~L' 
,. ~", , ~.. ~ - , " Oova~al €v ayV€la ~€V€lV £1' ~~~'1V ~~, oapxo, ~OU XUPLOU, tV ax-
aux~ora ~€V'~W , is a reminiscence of a passage in Clement's 
Epistle (chapter 38), though this is not improbable says Light-
foot. 18 
Many parallels have been found to the Epistle of 
Barnabas, but these are unconvincing; and even if they were so 
close as to suggest a historical connection, it would still re-
main a question whether Clement was not indebted to the Epistle 
of Barnabas rather than conversely. In chapter 1 ~A€XW tv u~rv 
exx€xu~evov axe ~o~ XAOUOlOU ~n' ayan~, KUPlOU nvto~a €~' u~a, 
18 J.B. Lightfoot, The Epistles of St. Clement of Rome, 
Macmillan and Co., 1869, 90 
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the language is very similar to Clement (chapter 46) tv ~veQ~a 
~~, x~p,~o, ~O !xxoa~v !~'u~a" but the outpouring of the Holy 
Spirit is a common expression.19 Again the words in chapter 17 
Il~C~£' ~oo 0 voo, xat ~ ,ox~ ~~ e~leO~ra ~oo ~~ ~apaAeAol~eval 
~l ~wv avnxov~wv et, a~npLav resemble Clementts exhortation to 
hiS readers (chapter 45) to be ,~~ar ~epr ~wv avnxov~wv eC, 
a~~ptav, but the expression might have occurred to both writers 
independently. Once more the language used in describing the 
appearance of the Lord to Moses on the Mount' by Barnabas 
(Sections 4, 14), closely resembles that of Clement relating to 
the same occurrence (Section 53), especially in the reduplica-
tion of the name Mwoan, Mwuan, which is not found in the Old 
Testament, from which event it is taken. These parallels, how-
ever, though they appear similar, cannot be considered decisive. 
It would only be natural that the two writers, having occasion 
to discourse on the same topics, the evil times in which they 
live, the approaching end of the world, and the attitude of be-
lievers at this crisis, and to refer to the same passages in the 
Old Testament, would use a similar language. The reputation of 
Clement as a letter writer among his contemporaries may be in-
ferred from the passage in the Shepherd of Hermas, ~e~'£l oOv 
19J.B. Lightfoot, ~ Apostolic Fathers. Macmillan 
and Co., 1890, I. 1~8. 
~----------. 
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The testimonies in the ages immediately following are 
more precise and definite, and come from the most diverse places 
We have seen in what manner this Epistle is mentioned and quoted 
by Hegesippus of Palestine. To this witness we might well add 
Tertullian of Carthage,2l for i~ one passage where he is speak-
ing of the Resurrection he uses the same arguments as Clement 
(Sections 24, 25), appealing first to the succession of night 
and day, of winter and summer, and then to the marvelous repro-
duction of the Phoenix. Theophilus of Antioch also seems to 
have copied from the earlier part of this same passage. In like 
manner an expression in Clement's Epistle (chapter 43) is found 
in Justin Martyr, where Moses is called 0 ~a.xaplo, xat 'J(,o't~, 
9€pa'J(wv 6€00, which suggests that it was known to this writer 
alsoo 22 
The influence of Clement presents many interesting 
features for study. Notwithstanding his position as a ruler and 
his prominence as a writer, his personality was obscured in the 
West by a veil of unmerited neglect. His genuine Epistle was 
never translated into the Latin language, and therefore became a 
dead letter to the Church over which he presided, when that 
2~Lightfoot, Epistles, 3. 
2 Ibid., 930 22-Ibid o , 1340 
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ceased to speak Greek and adopted the vernacular tongue. 
Sis personal history was forgotten, so entirely forgotten, that 
his own Church was content to supply its place with a fictitious 
story imported from the Far Easto Even his order in the Episco-
pate waS obscured and confused, though that Episcopate was the 
most renowned and powerful in the world. His Basilica, however, 
kept his fame alive in Rome itself, giving its name to one of 
the seven ecclesiastical divisions of the city and furnishing 
his title to one of the chief members of the College of Cardi-
nals. A few of his successors in the Papacy adopted his name 
too, though nearly a whole millennium passed before another 
Clement ascended the Papal throne, and then one (it is said) 
who was consecrated outside of Rome, and he only occupied it for 
a few brief months. This second Clement was the l47th Pope, 
and reigned on the eve of the Norman invasion. Yet in this in-
terval there had been many Johns, many Stephens, many Benedicts 
and many Gregories and Leos. Frequently his name appears out-
side of Rome, in the dedications of Churches. 
While in the West he was deprived of the honor which 
was due to him, the East by way of compensation gave him a fame 
to which he had no claim. His genuine letter was written in 
Greek and addressed to a Greek city, though a Roman colony. Its 
chief circulation therefore was among Greek-speaking peoples, 
not in Greece only, or in Asia Minor but in Syria and the farthe 
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.., 
last. It was the most elaborate composition of its kind which 
appeared in these primitive times. Therefore we may account for 
the attribution to Clement of many fictitious or anonymous 
1iTitings. 
The earli3st of these literary ventures was very bold. 
A writer living about the middle of the second century wanted a 
hero for a religious romance, and no greater name than Clement's 
could be suggested for his purpose, so the Clementine fiction 
arose, having for its plot the hero's journeys in search of his 
parents, which brought him in contact with st. Peter. The work 
is not extant in its original form, but we have two separate 
early revisions -- ~ Homilies and The Recognitions, -- but as 
the writer and his i.mmediate readers were far removed from the 
scene of Clement's actual life, he could invent persons and in-
cidents with all freedom. Thus this Clementine story is the 
last place where we should look for any trustworthy information 
regarding either the life or the doctrine of Clement. 
This early forgery may well have suggested a similar 
Use of Clement's name to later writers. The device which served 
one extreme might be employed with equal success to promote the 
other, for the true Clement was equally removed from both. The 
author of the Clementine Romance laid stress on the importance 
of early marriage in all cases. Likewise it occurred to another 
writer, who was bent on exalting virginity at the expense of 
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to justify his views by an appeal to the same great 
,authority 0 The Epistles to Virgins, written in Clement's name, 
are extant only in Syriac, and contain no certain indications 
which may enable us to assign a date to them. 
The Apostles in the Apostolical Constitutions are pic-
tured as communicating to Clement their ordinances and direc-
tions for the future administration of the Church. The Apostles 
describe him as their "fellow minister,tt their "most faithful 
and like-minded child in the Lord." (VI 18: 5) Rules are given 
relating to manners and discipline to the various Church offi-
cers, their qualifications and duties, to the conduct to be ob-
served towards the heathen and towards heretics, to the times of 
Fasting and of Festival, to the Eucharist, and other matters 
affecting the worship of the Church. Clement is the mouthpiece 
of the Apostles to succeeding generations of Christians. As a 
rule, he is mentioned in'the third person (VI 8:3, VI 18:5, VIII 
10:2); while the Apostles themselves, notably St. Peter, speak 
the first, but in one place (VII 46:7) he comes forward in his 
own person, ttl Clement." 
Three distinct groups of spurious writings attributed 
to Clement have been described, but these do not nearly exhaust 
the literary productions with which he has been credited. There 
is the so-called Second Epistle to the Corinthians. Unlike the 
works already mentioned, this is not a fictitious writing. It 
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doeS not pretend to be anything but what it is, and its early 
attribution to Clement seems to be due to an accidental error. 
This enumeration would be incomplete, if we failed to 
mention the Canonical writings attributed to Clement. The 
!Eistle to the Hebrews has been attributed to Clement because of 
· the fact that the Roman Clement shows familiarity with this 
Canonical Epistle and borrows from it. However, the differences 
between the two writings are far greater than the resemblances. 
We miss in Clement, except where he is quoting from it, the ALo"~~ 
andrian type of thought and expression which is eminently char-
acteristic of this Canonical Epistle. Eusebius describes the 
part of Clement in a different light. He mentions the fact that 
certain persons regard him as the translator of this Epistle, 
the author being St. Paul himself. 23 
If then we seek to describe in few words the place 
which tradition, as interpreted by the various forgeries written 
in his name, assigns to Clement, we may say that he was regarded 
as the interpreter of the Apostolic teaching and the codifier of 
the Apostolic ordinanceso 
We may now sum up in a few words the results of our 
investigations, both as to Clement and the letter. We have most 
distinct evidence with regard to these t1¥O facts that disputes 
23Eusebius, Histo~ Ecclesiastical, 1110 37. 
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the Corinthians arose in the time of Domitian, that the among 
Church then sent a letter to the Corinthians, and that at Boman 
that time Clement held office in the Roman Church. We also have 
good testimony for believing that Clement had heard some of the 
Apostles preach. This is all we know. 
• 
CHAPTER II 
THE THEORY OF CLASSICAL RHETORIC 
Rhetoric, the use of language in such a manner as to 
impress the hearers and influence them for or against a certain 
course of action, is as old as language itself and the begin-
nings of social and political life. It was practised and 
esteemed among the Greeks from the earliest times. The birth-
place, however, of rhetoric as an art was the island of Sicily, 
and Empedocles is said to have been the inventoro Then follow 
the names of the real founders, Corax and Tisias of Syracuse, 
Gorgias and the Sophists. Of the Attic orators, Isocrates is of 
the most importance, as his rhetorical discourse and political 
pamphlets contain considerable discussion of literary style and 
composition. 
In Plato, and especially Aristotle, we find a philo-
sophical treatment of rhetoric. In Plato, this criticism is to 
be found for the most part in the Gorgias and Phaedrus. In the 
Gorgias the discussion mainly turns upon the meaning of the 
term: the nature of rhetoric, not its value, and various defi-
nitions proposed are critically examined, amended, or narrowed 
down. Rhetoric is the artificer of persuasion, and its function 
is to persuade the unintelligent multitude in the law cou~ and 
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i assemblies in regard to justice and injustice. The re-publ c 
.ult of such persuasion is not the acquisition of knowledge; it 
.srelY produces belief, which is sometimes false, sometimes tr 
_hereas knowledge is always true. The time at the speaker's 
disposal is not sufficient for the thorough discussion of such 
important subjects leading to truth. Nevertheless, the prac-
ticed rhetorician will be more successful than the expert in 
persuading his hearers on any subject whatever, even such mat-
ters as the building of walls and dockyards, although he knows 
nothing about them. It is sufficient for him to have acquired 
the power of persuasion, which will enable him to convince an 
ignorant audience that he knows more than those who possess real 
knowledge. l The Phaedrus is a philosophical theory of rhetoric 
as it ought to be, if it is to justify its claim to be consider 
a true art. Nowhere in Plato is the connection between rhetoric 
and literary criticism more clearly seen than in the Phaedrus. 
Another great conception in this book is that every discourse 
should be like a living thing, with body, head, and feet of its 
own, and with all its members adapted to one another and to the 
whole; a literary drive, the compelling instinct of authorship, 
should make each speaker or writer shape the several parts of 
his discourse into the organic and vital unity of an artistic 
lJohn H. Freeseo The Art of Rhetoric. "Aristotle." 
Harvard University Press, 1939. -rB,19. 
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·ooaposition• The most important point is that the foundation of 
true rhetoric is psychology, the science of mind (soul), as al-
dv hinted in the definition here accepted by Plato (\jIuxo.ywyta rea " 
&&41 Aoywv)tlwinning men's minds by words," as contrasted with the 
yague ~EleOo, B~lOUPYO' ea~,v np~OplXn). The true rhetorician 
. 
is assumed to have already settled the question whether all mind 
is one, or multiform. If it is multiform, he must know what are 
its different varieties; he must also be acquainted with all the 
different forms of argument, and know what particular forms of i 
are likely to be effective as instruments of persuasion in each 
particular case. A merely theoretical knowledge of this is not 
sufficient; he must have practical experience to guide him, and 
must be able to decide without hesitation to which class of mind 
his hearers belong and to seize the opportune moment for the em-
ployment of each kind of discourse. 
Likewise, in Aristotle, we find a philosophical treat-
ment of rhetoric. The three books of Aristotle's Rhetoric have 
been described as an expanded Phaedrus. 2 The first book deals 
with the means of persuasion, the logical.proofs based upon 
dialectic; the second with the psychological or ethical proofs, 
based upon a knowledge of the human emotions and their causes 
and of the different types of character. The questions of style 
arrangement (which are only hastily alluded to in the Phae-and 
s in reference to the superiority of oral to written in-~, 
struction) are treated in the third book.3 A brief analysis of 
thiS work will greatly help to define the theory of classical 
rhetoric. Aristotle begins by saying that rhetoric is the com-
plement of logic o It is the art of persuasion formulated by in-
vestigating the methods of successful address, and its object is 
to promote a habit of discerning what in any given case is es-
sentially persuasive. These consist of proofs, which are inarti 
ficial and artificial. The latter are of three kinds: first, 
ethical, derived from the moral character of the speaker; second 
ly, emotional, the object of which is to put the hearer into a 
certain frame of mind; and thirdly, logical, contained in the 
speech itself when a real or apparent truth is demonstrated. 
Thus rhetoric serves as a general public means of maintaining 
truth and justice against falsehood and wrong, of advancing 
public discussion where absolute proof is impossible, of culti-
vating the habit of seeing both sides and of exposing sophis-
tries and fallacies, and of self-defense. 
In book two, he relates how the orator must not only 
try to render the argument of his speech demonstrative and 
worthy of belief; he must also make his own character look right 
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and put his hearers, who are to decide, into the right frame of 
I n regard to his own character, he should make his audi-aiDd• 
ence feel that he possesses prudence, virtue and goodwill. In 
regard to each emotion, we must consider the states of mind in 
which it is felt, the people towards whom it is felt, and the 
grounds on which it is felt. From these three points of view 
the following emotions are examined and defined: anger, calm-
ness, friendship, enmity, fear, confidence, pity, indignation, 
enVY, emulation. 
In book three of the Rhetoric, the main subject is 
style followed by a shorter section on the arrangement of the 
parts of a speech; for, as he says, "it is not sufficient to 
know what to say; we must also know how to say it." The two 
chief excellences of style are clearness and propriety. The 
first is attained by the use of terms in their proper sense; 
the other contributes to elevation and ornamentation. Classical 
rhetoric as a whole assumes a fivefold division: first, the 
gathering and analysis of the material; secondly, the arrange-
ment, sequence, or movement in the large; thirdly, the diction, 
or the choice of words and their combination in phrases, clause 
and sentences, or the movement in detail; fourth, delivery, or 
elocution; fifth, memory. 
From this point to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, first 
century B.C., we possess little or no Greek literary criticism. 
It is possible that the lost New Comedy contained some literary 
criticism. In the work of Dionysius, the great representative 
ot a later school of criticism, we meet for the first time a 
wealth of rhetorical terminology. In his numerous writings, we 
tind freely used a fully developed vocabulary which is complete-
. 
11 adequate for the purposes of the professional rhetorician and 
the broad literary critic. Figures of speech and comparisons 
abound in his works. 
Many other Greek authors may be mentioned in whose 
work we find a great many rhetorical terms, but I will mention 
only one more. The treatise xept ep~~veta" attributed to 
Demetrius, is extremely rich in rhetorical terms, and possesses 
a very technical critical vocabulary. Some old terms are used 
in a new sense, while new and expressive words have been invent-
ed. 
For every student of the ancient Greek world, the 
theory and practice of Greek speaking and writing must always 
have a special interest and value. To be sure, diction plays a 
vital part in giving color and detail in the lines of composi-
tion, but choice of words is, after all, not the only important 
factor in determining the style of a Greek author. Rather, it 
is upon the arrangement of the words in addition to the selec-
tion that the all-important persuasion, charm and literary power 
of the Greek writer depends. The New Testament employs just s 
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persuasive and literary power to realize its ends. Therefore, 
eed arises to make a more careful consideration of the liter-a n 
ar1 and rhetorical element which shapes the composition of each 
le~ Testament writer and Apostolic Father. A rhetorical study 
ot such a nature, has rather been neglected in the past • 
. 
This neglect is due, perhaps, to the erroneous idea 
that the era generally contemporaneous with the time of the 
WTiting and forming of the New Testament Canon was a barren 
period in the field of Greek literature. For example, the late 
Professor Olmstead,4 asking the doubting question: "where are 
the examples from any part of the Roman World of literary works 
WTitten in the Greek tongue and still in existence which one 
might bring as a parallel to the New Testament, between Strabo 
near the beginning and Dio Chrysostom and Plutarch near the end 
of the first century?1I In other words, who are the writers and 
scholars of the first century A.D. who wrote in the literary 
Koine Greek? We have but to turn to the Stuart Jones edition 
of the Standard Greek English Lexicon,5 which lists sixty-one 
Greek writers of the first century after Christ. This figure 
does not include any New Testament writers, Philo, or any writer 
4walter A. Jennrich. "Classical Rhetoric in the New 
Testament." The Classical Journal, October, 1948. 
5Stuart Jones, Standard Greek English Lexicon, Liddell 
and Scott, 19400 
period overlaps either the first century before Christ or 
century after. Note the following authors and their 
works, who used the literary Greek as their prose medium of ex-
ion- Dioscarides, whose great work on Materia Medica press -
stands like a beacon in its field; it was written in 77-78 A.D. 
containing five books on the art of medicine. Onosander, a 
Greek philosopher who wrote a commentary, now lost, on Plato's 
B§public and a work on the art of war entitled Strategicus. 
Though, all these literary works are not extant today and many 
of them alluded to only by title, they overwhelmingly show that 
the New Testament writings arose in an age which was by no means 
unlearned and lacking in culture. These literary achievements 
quoted above reveal a highly developed, alert, sensitive, ap-
preciative Greek civilization, very active in the field of 
science, medicine, rhetoric, education, theology and religion. 
This provided an ideal soil, broad, tolerant and inquiring, for 
the literary expression of the new Christian faith. 
The Greek-speaking world of New Testament times is 
further exonerated from the charge of literary illiteracy by 
three indisputable facts. The first is the great number of 
Greek literary papyri copied in that century to be read by the 
people then living. The second is the enormous libraries which 
were built in the first and second centuries; at Alexandria, for 
instance, there were 400,000 rolls. Thirdly, every considerable 
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The age of the New Testament, to be sure, was almost 
saturated with literature on all subjects written in the liter-
ary Koine. Of course, this does not warrant the conclusion that 
all the writers in New Testament times in equal measure were 
the shining literary lights of their day and renowned exponents 
ot the accepted cultural standard of the literary Koine. It 
does, however, indicate that the rich literary background of the 
New Testament period is potentially a greater influence upon the 
style and language of the Apostolic Fathers, as well as the New 
Testament Authors than has been heretofore imagined. 
The early Church Fathers did not hesitate to express 
their opinion about and their admiration for the literary merits 
of the New Testament, especially the letters of St. Paul. St. 
John ChrYSostom~himself one of the greatest Christian orators, 
states that it was precisely because of his power of rhetoric 
that Paul was admired among Christians, Jews and heathen, a 
power which will find a response in the hearts of men to the end 
of time. 
St. AUgustine,7 himself a good rhetorician, appreci-
ated the rhetorical elements in St. Paul. He sets forth the 
view that the Apostle used the rhetorical to produce the effect 
6 7Jennrichl QQ. cit. 
Ibid., 3~. 
desired: that its use, in other words, was always 
In support of his view, Augustine cites Romans 
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~s3-' as an example of Paul's use of the figure calle d by the 
GreekS "climax" and by the Romans IIgradatio.1I8 He commends St. 
paul's use of this figure because it allows the thought to 
. 
ascend to completeness by short and simple steps and thus 
renders it easy. Though the opinions of the Church Fathers may 
differ in their judgment of St. Paul's consci ous use of the 
world's formal rhetoric, yet their very remarks on this subject 
do show that they were keenly aware of the literary efforts 
which Paul displayed in his epistles. 
In general, it has been recognized that in style and 
language St. Luke and the ~ come nearer to the literary 
standard of the time than does any other of the evangelists or 
the Apostle Paul. On the other side, the Semitic influence in 
the language and style has been studied, and Hebraisms have been 
found to be rather more abundant than in the other Gospels. In 
view of the marks of a superior Greek style, which the books 
show, this is surprising, and the cause has been variously ex-
plained. In the narratives and canticles of the first three 
chapters, the phenomenon is especially manifest; and here, some 
have held with doubtful right, that it points to a Semitic 
8Loc • ill. 
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from which these chapters were translated. Others have 
)Sen unable to separate these chapters, in this respect, from 
the rest of the work, and have felt bound to ascribe the Hebra-
isms to St. Luke himself in spite of his evidence of Greek 
literary training and his admitted Gentile birth. 
A holy style appropriate to holy subjects has some-
times been assumed to account for the glaring contrast between 
the secular style of the preface, St. Luke 1:1-4, and the 
narrative immediately following, included in the rest of these 
chapters. This could be made plausible by the fact that the 
author's mind was filled with the language of the Greek Old 
Testament, and one of the most competent studies of the subject, 
Gustaf Dalman,9 holds that the Semitic influence has come in, 
wholly or almost Wholly, second hand through the Septuagint, so 
that the Hebraisms should rather be termed Greek Biblicisms or 
Septuagint Grecisms. 
The uniformity of St. Luke's style is one of his 
striking characteristics. It is not stereotyped and mechanical, 
but it is accompanied by great variety within the similar 
phrases, by a manifest fondness for change of expression, and by 
a notable copiousness of vocabulary in the terms used for things 
and actions often mentioned. This could be illustrated from 
9Gustaf Dalman. Studies in the Gospel. New York: 
Macmillan and Co., 1929. pp. 1-37_ 
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every chapter. Similar expressions in distant contexts so often 
show variation that the habit must be deemed a trait of the 
writer's style. We have here a mental trait of the writer, a 
mark of his taste. He likes to vary, and his variation shows a 
literary feeling and gives his writing a certain elegance. 
Another writer, though not contemporary with Clement, 
but worthy of our notice in clarifying rhetoric, is St. John 
Chrysostom. In his ~ePl ·Iepwa6v~ especially, do we find 
elements of classical rhetoric. The theme here is logically 
developed and the great variety of subjects introduced have a 
direct bearing on the theme of the discourse. Sometimes, it is 
true, interruptions are of considerable length but even these 
are skilfully linked to the general development. The number and 
the variety of vivid images and scriptural quotations generously 
interspersed throughout the work, serve as an excellent means 
to relieve any tendency towards monotony, and thus stimulate 
the interest of the reader. He avoids most of the Sophistic 
excesses of artificial display, and he always subordinates his 
artistry to his subject matter. He uses the pagan devices of 
rhetoric including a number of highly artificial figures skil-
fully and with the exalted purpose of conveying the sublime 
truth of Christianity. The harmonious union of Christian and 
pagan elements thus achieved made him the highly successful 
preacher and writer he was. 
Among the figures of vivacitl, asyndeton, polysynde-
ton, and the rhetorical question are special favorites of st. 
~ysostom. Their consistently frequent use as well as their 
judiCiOUS distribution produce an unmistakable and energetic 
liveliness throughout the discourse. Generally, Chrysostom 
. 
useS the less elaborate types of these devices, and the occa-
sional exceptions serve only to emphasize their restrained 
quality. Lack of irony is not surprising in an author who is 
evidently too sincere to indulge in the use of such subtleties. 
Chrysostom uses the figures of argumentation rather sparingly 
considering the fact that the treatise is in dialogue form and 
is argumentative in character from beginning to end. Personi-
fication and dialectic, however, seem to have a great appeal for 
him and by means of this conversational style of writing he in-
jects a great deal of life into the discourse. The moderate use 
of these figures greatly enhances the easy flowing style of the 
treatise as a whole. 
St. Chrysostom is lavish in his use of the various figures 
of parallelism. His skill in handling these figures clearly 
reflect his early Sophistic training. It is evident that St. 
Chrysostom was a serious man with a serious message. In order 
to convey this message most successfully he had to make use of 
the means at his disposal, these means happened to be the 
Sophistic rhetoric that he had acquired under Libanius; he 
mastered it and used it to attain his high purpose. 
These, then, are some of the considerations which 
make desirable a more thorough investigation of rhetorical 
style in the authors of the New Testament period. Surely no one 
would question that the sacred writers were more concerned with 
. 
the sense than the manner of expression, but they knew as well 
as any author must know that the two are not quite so easily 
divorced. Therefore, if we are to attempt to gain better ap-
preciation of the New Testament authors, surely it is of supreme 
importance to lay some stress upon points of artistic form, most 
especially in a literature where form and substance are so in-
dissolubly allied as that of the Greek language. 
... 
CHAPTER III 
CLASSICAL RHETORIC IN "CLEMENT OF ROME" UNDER FOUR ASPECTS 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate some of 
the stylistic features of Cleme~t of Rome, limiting it to the 
,ingle genuine treatise known as the First Epistle to the Co-
rinthians. The Greek text used, as well as the English trans-
--=-
lation, will be that of J. B. Lightfoot in his book The ~~~~ 
lathers. l The plan and method of handling the subject are sub-
stantially taken from Thomas, Manchester and Scott,2 using the 
tour laws given: unity, coherence, emphasis, and interest. 
These various chapters give an analysis of the rhetorical fea-
tures of the First Epistle to the Corinthians, together with 
conclusions based on the information obtained through the de-
tailed study. The final chapter includes an evaluation of these 
conclusions and adds a few generalizations based on the study as 
a whole. 
UNITY 
The law of unity, or oneness, requires that the com-
position shall be about one thing. To write about two things 
in the same composition is obViously, at best, however skilfully 
ILightfoot. The Apostolic Fathers. 
2J.M. Thomas, F.A. Manchester and F. W. Scott. Com-
Dosition for College Students. Macmillan and Co., 4th Edition, 
1938. p. Ib7 4 
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maY be handled, to divide the attention of the reader be-
and at worst not only to divide the attention of the 
reader but to bring about a confusion of ideas. The effect, in 
either case, is to write about both things badly. The problem 
ot unity, as a practical problem, is largely a matter of asking 
oneself in advance one plain question and then resolutely in-
sisting on a plain answer. The question is simply this: what 
do I want to say? 
other questions also one must put to oneself, but 
this, the first in order, is easily the first in importance. It 
is undoubtedly from failure to ask and to answer it, in any real 
sense, far more than from any other cause, that so many of the 
articles written lack significant unity and in consequence are 
weak and ineffective. The writer who begins while he has the 
point or points which he wishes to make only dimly and con-
fusedly in mind is easily induced to wander from his path, and 
is likely as not to end as if by accident, with no goal arrived 
at and with nothing whatever achieved. On the other hand, what-
ever his imperfections in other respects, the writer who has 
carefully determined what he wishes to say, and who therefore 
strives toward a definite end, is nearly sure to attain a sub-
stantial success. When we really know what we want to say, we 
are not tempted to say something else, but we usually manage, 
somehow or other, to say it clearly. 
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The practical relation of the que stion, "what do I 
say?", to the principle of unity is now perhaps suffi-
cientlY clear. With his point or points vividly in mind, 
definitely formulated to himself, the writer is but little 
likely'to stray from his object~ve, or in any way to admit 
matter not clearly conducive to its fuller presentation. We 
should, of course, bear in mind that nothing which does definit 
ly contribute to the fuller presentation of one's objective is 
irrelevant to it. 
In the Epistle to the Corinthians it can not be 
doubted that what Clement wanted to say, his objective, he had 
determined with some care before beginning to write. This is 
evident from the air of suspense which hangs over the greater 
part of the letter. It is plain by the time one has reached the 
end of each of the first two paragraphs that Clement had some-
thing else in his mind beyond what he is saying, that he is 
holding something back. It is, of course, what he set out to 
say that he is holding back, the idea for which the little 
epistle exists, and toward which in successive stages each of 
the first two paragraphs point. Obviously one can not hold back 
an idea, and at the same time prepare carefully for it, without 
first knowing very definitely what it is. This is very evident 
in Clement for he uses every possible means to illustrate and 
enforce his one point. 
l 
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The comprehensiveness is tested by the range of the 
writings, with which the author is conversant and of 
ch he makes use. He co-ordinates the two Apostles St. Peter 
in distinction to the Ebionism of a later age, 
them in direct ant~gonism, and to the factiousness 
ot certain persons even in the Apostolic times, which perverted 
their names i~to party watchwords notwithstanding their own 
protests. This mention is the fit prelude to the use made of 
their writings in the body of the letter. The influence of st. 
peter's First Epistle may be traced in more than one passage, 
while expressions scattered up and down Clement's letter recall 
the language of several of St. Paul's epistles belonging to 
different epochs and representing different types in his liter-
ary career; nor is the comprehensiveness of Clement's letter re-
stricted to a recognition of these two leading Apostles. It is 
so largely interspersed with thoughts and expressions from the 
Epistle to the Hebrews that many ancient writers attributed this 
Canonical epistle to Clement. Again, the writer shows himself 
familiar with the type of doctrine and modes of expression 
characteristic of the Epistle of St. James. Just as he co-
ordinates the authority of St. Peter and St. Paul, as leaders of 
the Church, so in like manner he combines the teaching of st. 
Paul and St. James on the great doctrines of salvation. The 
same examples of Abraham and of Rahab which suggested to the one 
rr----------. 
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Apostle the necessity of faith as the principle, suggested to 
the other the presence of works as the indispensable condition 
of acceptance. The teaching of the two Apostles which is thus 
verbally, though not essentially, antagonistic is "coincidently 
affirmed" by Clement. It was "by reason of faith and hospitali-
. 
( ~ # •• #) ty" O~u. 1UO't"lV X(U qll A.O~EVlav that both the one and the other 
found favor with God. ttWherefore," he asks elsewhere, "was our 
Father Abraham blessed? was it not because he wrought righteous 
ness (OlxaloaGvn) and truth by faith (Ola nto't"EW~)?" (Section 31 
With the same comprehensiveness of view he directly states in 
one paragraph the doctrine of St. Paul, "being called by His 
will (Ola eEAD~a't"o~ au't"ou) in Christ Jesus, we are not justified 
by ourselves (o~ ol'rao't"wv OlXa.toG~Eea) nor by ••• works which we 
wrought in holiness of heart but by our faith (Ola 't"~~ nrO't"EW~);' 
(Section 32) while in the next he affirms the main contention 
of St. James, "we have seen that all the righteous (na.v't"E~ 01 
6lX<llOl) have been adorned with good works," following up this 
statement with the injunction "let us work the work of righteous 
ness (justification) with all our strength" (e~ ~A~~ [oxoo~ ~~wv 
£pyao~Eea epyov OlxalooGv~,). (Section 33). 
May one never, then, abandon one's subject and intro-
duce unrelated matter that has suggested itself to the mind? Ma 
one never digress, that is go away from, onets proper path? 
The answer is that one may. To do so, however, may 
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destroy the complete unity of the passage, to lessen in some de-
gree its effectiveness; and in yielding to such a temptation one 
must be ready to accept the consequences. Still there may be 
cases where the gain is worth the sacrifice, and then the writer 
asserts the privilege of overruling the general principles of 
art in order to obtain some special advantage. 
Obviously the digression should never amount to a 
large fraction of the article into which it is obtruded; there 
might be danger of confusing the digression with the article 
proper. Again, reasonable warning should be given that the 
digression is a digression recognized by the writer as such, so 
that the reader's understanding of the true subject may be dis-
turbed as little as possible. Such warning would normally ap-
pear at the beginning and end of the interpolated part, "if I 
may digress for a momentt1 ••• "to return to my subject;" and 
would vary in length and elaborateness as the occasion required. 
Clement is very careful in observing this. Wherever he digress 
he tells his reader and uses the material in the digression as 
illustrations and exhortations. This is very clear in paragraph 
(For so it is written) ••• a. 'A.).' iva 'twv 
(But, to pass from the examples of ancient 
days, let us come to those champions who lived very near to our 
time). Then in paragraph seven he returns, 'taJ't~,aya~~or, ou 
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(these things, dearly beloved, we write, not only 
as admonishing you, but also as putting ourselves in remembran 
other examples may be found in paragraph Thirteen, xat ~o~now~ev 
~O reypa~~Evov (let us do that which is written): after enumer-
ating a great number of deeds ~one by Old Testament prophets and 
characters he exhorts the Corinthians to do likewise; paragraph 
Forty-six further exemplifies this, ~OlOU~Ol~ 06v u~ooet~aolv 
xOAA,1')9tjval xat wa~ Od', a.OEA<poi (to such examples as these 
therefore, brethren, we also ought to cleave). Whenever he 
quotes from the Scriptures, he is likewise very alert to inform 
the reader. He uses such phrases as, yeypa~~al yap oo~w~, AeYEl 
yd.p au't~, A€re, yap ~~ 1tveJ~a ~~ CLy, OY, Aeye 1 ya.p 'n ypa<pfJ, OU'tW(; 
yap ~nOlV 0 UYlO(; AOYO(; 
Finally, the digression, if it be relatively of con-
siderable length, should certainly not end the composition, for 
the end is the position of greatest emphasis and belong of right 
to the author's primary message. An interesting example of this 
observation may be seen in the author befor·e us. The last two 
paragraphs before his liturgical ending shows his final plea and 
exhortation to return to holy living., for which the letter was 
written. 
Let us therefore be obedient unto His most holy and 
glorious Name, thereby escaping the threatenings which were 
spoken of old by the mouth of Wisdom against them which 
disobey, that we may dwell safely, trusting in the most 
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holy Name of His majesty. Receive our counsel, and ye shal 
have no occasion of regret. For as God liveth, and the 
Lord Jesus Christ liveth, and the Holy Spirit, who are the 
faith and the hope of the elect, so surely shall he, who 
with lowliness of mind and instant in gentleness hath 
without regretfulness performed the ordinances and command-
ments that are given by God, be enrolled and have a name 
among the number of them that are saved through Jesus 
Christ, through whom is the glory unto Him for ever and 
ever. Amen. . 
But if certain persons should be disobedient unto the 
words spoken by Him through us, let them understand that 
they will entangle themselves in no slight transgression 
and danger; but we shall be guiltless of this sin. And we 
will ask, with instancy of prayer and supplication, that 
the Creator of the universe may guard intact unto the end!1 
the number that hath been numbered of His elect throughout II 
the whole world, through His beloved Son Jesus Christ, 
through whom he called us from darkness to light, from ig-
norance to the full knowledge of the glory of His Name.3 
One striking feature throughout the whole epistle 
especially arrests our attention, the attitude maintained towa 
the Roman government. The close connection, not only with the 
Christianity, of the bearers and the writer of the letter with 
the imperial household seems to explain the singular reserve 
maintained throughout the epistle. The persecuted and the 
persecutor met face to face, as it were; they even lived under 
the same roof and mixed together in the common affairs of life. 
Thus the utmost caution was needed that collisions might not be 
provoked. We can well understand, therefore, with what feelings 
one who thus carried his life in his hand would pen the opening 
3J .B. Lightfoot" The A~ostoliC Fathers. "Translation 




~ordS of the letter, where he excuses the tardiness of the 
Roman Church in writing to their Corinthian brethren by a 
reference to "the sudden and repeated calamities and reverses" 
under which they had suffered Q Not a word is said about the 
nature of these calamities, not a word here or elsewhere about 
their authors. There is no indication that the fears of the 
Roman Christians had ceased. On the contrary, after referring 
to the victims of the Neronian persecution mentioned in Chapter 
Seven, it is said significantly, "we are in the same lists, and 
the same struggle awaits us." In the prayer for princes and 
governors, which appears in the liturgical ending, this senti-
ment finds its noblest expression: 
"Guide our steps to walk in holiness and righteousness 
and singleness of heart, and to do such things as are good 
and well-pleasing in Thy sight, and in the sight of our 
rulers. Give concord and peace to us and to all that dwell 
on the earth ••• that we may be saved, while we render 
obedience to Thine almighty and most excellent and un-
speakable might, that we, knowing the glory and honour 
which Thou hast given them, may submit ourselves unto them, 
in nothing resisting Thy willo Grant unto them therefore, 
o Lord, health, peace, concord, stability, that they may 
administer the government which Thou hast given them with-
out failure. For Thou, 0 heavenly Father, King of the 
ages, givest to the sons of men glory and honour and power 
over all things that are upon the earth. Do Thou, Lord, 
direct their counsel according to that which is good and 
well-pleasing in Thy sight, that administering in peace 
and gentleness, with godliness, the power which Thou hast 
given them, they may obtain Thy favour.,,4-




laYs the blame on a few individuals, it does not hesitate to re-
buke the whole Church. It describes in glowing language its 
extraordinary prosperity and goodness, and then goes on to state 
that it grew proud of itself; and from this sprung jealousy, 
'strife, and disorder, the dishonored rising up against the 
honored, the foolish against the thoughtful, and the young 
against the elders. 
We may thus conclude that the principle of unity has 
been adhered to by Clement and recognize the large part it plays 
in the effectiveness of His letter. 
COHERENCE 
Coherence, as the word suggests, requires that the 
parts of the treatise shall hang together. They must be made to 
follow one another naturally and logically, and their relation 
to each other and to the whole of which they are the parts, 
must be made clear. In order to solve the two problems thus 
suggested the writer must find the answer to two questions: in 
what order shall I arrange my material, and how shall I make 
this order apparent?5 
There is no hard and fast law, however, requiring that 
5J.M. Thomas, F.A. Manchester and F.W. Scott, Com-
position for College Students. Macmillan and Co., 4th Edition, 
1938, 37. 
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a given sort of material shall always be arranged in the same 
manner, but that does not mean that one can afford to neglect 
it, and above all it does not mean that one can get along, as 
some writers apparently attempt to do, with no arrangement at 
all. The surest general policy is to work out thoughtfully, 
painstakingly, the best plan one can, with the expectation of 
adhering to it closely in the actual writing of the treatis~. 
In investigating the coherence of the Epistle of 
Clement we shall do so under the standard patterns and general 
principles of arrangement which have been outlined for us in 
Thomas, Manchester and scott;6 first, whether it be deductive 
or inductive in its arrangement or a combination of two orders 
in various ways and proportions. Deductive answers the questi 
shall I tell my reader straight off, at the beginning, every-
thing I have in mind to say, sum it up for him in a few words, 
and remove all suspense as to what I am driving at? The in-
ductive order is, of course, the reverse of the deductive. If a 
writer does not choose to give away at once the sum and substa 
of his treatise but give a detail at a time or perhaps all at 
once at the end, he will choose this arrangement. 
The latter arrangement is manifest in the Epistle to 
the Corinthians. Here, if we are right in assuming that the 
6 Ibid., 39. 
~--------~ 
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author has one grand idea to present to which everything else in 
the letter is subordinate, the idea that our salvation from 
threatened evils is through spiritual redemption, we have a 
letter in which a single point is made, and in which the state-
ment of this point is reserved to the end. It is a more inter-
esting example of the structure than the other, because the 
development toward the culminating point is more intricate, and 
a more perfect example, because, for one thing, the culminating 
point is more sharply conceived and presented. Here does it not 
seem clear that Clement has chosen it because it enables him to 
present his views in the most persuasive manner? Possibly he 
felt that some of his readers would be prejudiced against the 
counsel he had at heart, that if he were to persuade them of 
their need he must be careful not to bring it forward abruptly 
at the outset; but rather to prepare for it subtly, to show 
grounds for belief in its truth and to lead the reader if possi-
ble to anticipate it in his own mind before it was told him. 
To accomplish such a result would evidently be a triumph of the 
writer's art. We can not know with certainty, of course, how 
the letter came to be organized as it is, but there is no doubt 
that it is highly persuasive in manner, and that a large factor 
in its persuasiveness is its inductive development. 
There are other arrangements of material, some of 
which may supplement one another in the same plan. There is the 
p 
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laS Y to the hard; that is, one may decide to arrange them in the 
.rder of difficulty. Another, the least to the greatest; a 
~iter may decide to begin with the least important, and proceed 
up~ard to the most important. To these we may add one more, the 
agreeable to the disagreeable. This is extremely convenient, 
tor how many speeches in familiar conversation, for example, 
there are that end with things not pleasant to hear which began 
with honeyed words! In the Epistle to the Corinthians, we see 
traces of this arrangement. Clement begins by praising the 
Corinthians in recalling their past life, when their exemplary 
concord and charity were known far and wide, but gradually he 
changes all, ttlike Jeshurun of old," he says, "you have waxed 
tat and wicked. Envy is your ruling passion. Let us therefore 
repent, as men repented at the preaching of Noah." (Section 9) 
Then he closes his Epistle with, "let us therefore render 
obedience that we may escape His threatened punishment. They 
that fulfil His commandments shall most assuredly be saved among 
the elect. We have warned the guilty and thus we have absolved 
ourselves from blame. We will pray to God therefore that He 
will keep His elect intact." (Section 59) 
The opposite principles of similarity and contrast 
have each their uses in determining the order of details. The 
principle of Similarity, requiring that details of like nature 




Epistle before us. Clement, in speaking of envy as their ruling 
passion, groups together examples of the prophets and apostles 
before them. 'Opa~€, aO€A~Or, ~~AO~ xat ~eOYO~ aOeA~ox~ovtav 
xa~elpyaoa~o. Ola ~nAO~ 0 ~a~~p ~~WY 'Iaxw~ a~~opa a~o ~poo­
w~ou 'Hoau ~ou aoeA~o~ au~ou. ZnAO~ €~Or~oev 'IwO~~ ~£Xp~ eav-
a~ou OlWXenvai. ZnAO~ ~uy€rV nvayxao€v Mwuonv. 
'Aap~v xaf Mapla~ e~w ~n~ ~ape~~oA~~ ~oArae~aav. 
!J.la ~~AO<; 
ZnAO~ !J.aeav 
, n " ,~- I,,', I d. " , ~eovov eax€v ou ~ovov u~o ~wv aAAo~uAWV, aAA xal €OlWXe~. 
He says it is the same envy which led Cain to slay his brother, 
which sent Jacob into exile, which persecuted Joseph, which com-
pelled Moses to flee, which drove Aaron and Miriam out of the 
camp, which threw Dathan and Abiram alive into the pit, which in 
cited Saul against David (section 4)0 He continues to say this 
envy, which in these latest days, after inflicting countless 
sufferings on the Apostles Peter and Paul, brought them to a 
martyr 1 s death (Old. ~~AO~ xat ~e6vov or xaAAlo~ot xat Olxal-
~~AO~ aOlxov OOX Eva ouo~ 000 aAAa ~AerOva<; o~~veyxev ~6vou~. 
~la ~nAOV xat eplv TIauAo<; u~o~ovn~ ~pa~erov oneoel~evSection 5)0 
Then section 6 is a continuance of this same thought !J.ld. ~nAO<; 
- , yu va 1 x e c; ••••••••••••• 'Jta 1 0, oxa. , 
••• ~nAO~ xat ep,~ ~6Ae,~ ~€yaAa~ xa.~£o~pe,ev xat eevD ~eyaAa 
e~€pr~woev, which has caused numberless woes to women and girls, 
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separated wives from their husbands and has destroyed whole 
Then again in section 9, la, 11 and 12 he 
before them a group of examples upon which they are to fix 
eyes (Aa~w~ev) let us follow the example of Enoch who was 
translated, of Noah who was saved from the flood, of Abraham 
WbOse faith was rewarded by repeated blessings and by the gift 
,t a son. Call to mind the example of Lot whose hospitality 
.aved him from the fate of Sodom, when even his wife perished, 
and of Rahab whose faith and protection of the spies rescued her 
trom the general destruction. In sections 24 through 27, he has 
grouped together details in regard to the resurrection of Christ. 
xa~ayo~aw~ev, aya~~o', ~w, b 5eax6~n~ ex~5€'XVU~al 5l~vexw, 
~rY ~~v ~eAAouaav ayaa~acrlY Ecreaea~ ••• ~€pa xat YU~ ay~a~aalv 
~rY 5DAOUcrlV. BAex~ev ~o~, xapxo~" 0 axopo, ~~, y~, ~tva 
~p6xoy yrve~al. HI5~ev ~O xapa50~ov a~erov ••• ~OU~€cr~~v ~or, 
~ept ~~v ·Apa~lav. lEV A6y~ ~~, ~eyaAoocr6vn' au~ou auvea~~aa~o 
all nature, he 
says, bears witness to the resurrection: the dawn of day, the 
growth of the seedling and above all the wonderful bird of 
Arabia. So too, God Himself declares in the Scriptures. He has 
sworn, and He can and will bring it to pass. Clement groups in 
section 42 through 44 the examples and the details in regard to 
the bishops and the d~ons. ~x yap 5~ XOAAWV xp6vooy tytypax~o 
.... ", # " # ~epl eXlOXOXOOV xat 51axovwv, for indeed it had been written 
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concerning bishops and deacons from very ancient times. The 
,postleS , he says, were sent by Jesus Christ, as Jesus Christ 
.. 5 sent by the Father. They appointed presbyters in all 
as the prophet had foretold. Herein they followed the 
precedent of Moses. Clement instructs them to remember how the 
murmuring against Aaron was quelled by the budding of Aaron's 
rod. In like manner the Apostles, to avoid dissension, made 
provision for the regular succession of the ministry. Then he 
tells them that they did wrongly to thrust out presbyters who 
had been duly appointed according to this Apostolic order,and 
had discharged their office faithfully. 
These are the examples we give and from these we may 
well gather that sense of order is a real characteristic of this 
Epistle. Its motive and purpose was the maintenance of harmonyo 
A great breach of discipline had been committed in the Corin-
thian church, and the letter was written to restore this dis-
organized and factious community to peace. It was not unnatural 
that under these circumstances the writer should refer to the 
Mosaic dispensation as enforcing this principle of order by its 
careful regulations respecting persons, places and seasons. 
It creates no surprise when we see him going beyond this and 
seeking illustrations, likewise, in the civil government and mil 
itary organization of his age and country. But we should hardly 
expect to find him insisting with such emphasis on his principle 
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dominating the course of nature. Nowhere is the reign of law 
~re strenuously asserted. The succession of day and night, the 
the seasons, the growth of plants and the ebb and 
tides all tell the same tale. The kingdom of nature 
preaches harmony as well as the kingdom of grace. !tHitherto 
shalt thou come, and no further, It is only a physical type of a 
moral obligation. We may smile as we read the unquestioning 
simplicity which accepts the story of the Phoenix and uses it as 
an illustration, but we are apt to forget that among his most 
cultivated heathen contemporaries many accepted it as true and 
others left it an open question. With this aspect of the matter 
however, we are not at present concerned. The point to be ob-
served here is that it is adduced as an illustration of natural 
law. It was not a miracle, in our sense of the term, as an 
interruption of the course of nature. It was a regularly re-
current phenomenon. The time, the place and the manner all were 
prescribed. The winds, wi th full fre
'
3dom, perform their service 
in the appointed place and time. The smallest animals exist in 
peace and harmony side by side. All these the Creator and Lord 
of all has ordained, that they may be preserved in concord and 
unity for the good of all. 
In the same way as to nature's eternal laws, Clement 
directs his hearers to history. He places before them the ex-
ample of Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Lot, Moses, Job, David, and 
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also of the Christian martyrs, especially of Peter and 
Above all he points them to Christ, whom he presents to 
them as the sublimest example of humility and obedience. "See", 
"dear people, what an example is given us here. If 
so humbles Himself, what shall we do, who through Him 
have come beneath the gentle yoke of His grace?" (Section 16) 
We must remember that coherence involves two question 
We have considered the first, in what order shall one arrange 
hiS material?, and we now turn to the second, how shall one make 
thiS order apparent? 
Thomas, Manchester and Scott have given us great as-
sistance in determining how we may make the order clear. 7 Fol-
lowing are the more important ways in which the necessary as-
sistance is given to the reader. We shall, however, give only 
those ways which we find apparent in the Epistle to the Corin-
thians. At or near the beginnings of paragraphs, where new 
topics of any size usually make their appearance, words, phrase 
or whole sentences are often used to indicate the place of that 
which follows in the composition as a whole, or to mark its 
relation to that which has gone just before. In Clement (Sec-
tions 5, 7) we find such phrases as:' A),,),,' rva. 'TWV apxa.(oov t;1l0-
(But, to pass from the examples of ancie 
~ .. ---------------------------
... 
, I 1'1 11 .. _ .. , # ), ~au~a, aya~~ol, ou ~OYOY u~a, vouee~ouv~e, e~la~eAAO~ey, 
.~~a xat eao~o~, u~o~y~axoy~e, (These things, dearly beloved, we 
not only as admonishing you, but also as putting our-
.elves in remembrance. In section 9, we have the word 6, 0 
(wherefore) which helps to connect what has gone before. We may 
rind these connecting words or phrases in the beginnings of 
sections 13, l~, 15, 29, 31, 3~, 37, ~8, 56, and 57. ~a~elYO~pOY 
~~~ey ooy(let us therefore be lowly-minded), OiXalOY oOY xar 
oaloy(Therefore it is right and proper), ~oiYuv XOAA~eW~ev ~or, 
~e~a(Therefore let us cleave unto them), ~poaeAew~ev 06v au~~ 
f ) ...,. .. ',,\ ' , -(Let us there ore approach Him , XOAA~eW~ey oov ~~ eu~oyl~ ao~ou 
(Let us therefore cleave unto his blessings), Oeov oOv eO~lY (It 
1s therefore needful), o~pa~eoow~eea OOY (Let us therefore en-
1 ) ,,. 1' ... " ( list ourse ves , e~apw~ey OUY ~oo~o ev rtaxe l Let us therefore 
~. 1'" ~ .. N root this out quickly), xal ~~er, oov ey~uxw~ey ~ep' ~wv ev ~~v~ 
~ , , ,-,. ( ) ~apa~~w~a~l u~apxoy~WV, o~e~, OUY you therefore 0 other con-
necting phrases which help to make the order plain are in sec-
tion 30, ayiou c?\ ~ept, (seeing then that we are the special 
portion of the Holy One), section ~6, ~OlOG~O" oOv u~oBe,y~aOlv 
(to such examples as these therefore), and opa~e (you see) in 
section 50 0 The number of relations and shades of relationship 
that may thus be indicated between the new matter and what has 
preceded it is, of course, indefinitely large. These found in 





of the main point of the Epistleo 
One other device which we may list, which greatly 
in making the order clear, is that of employing a whole 
ragraph which has for its sole or its main purpose notifica-pa 
tion to the reader of his exact ~hereabouts in the general de-
sign. Of these, we find only one in the Epistle of Clement. 
paragraph 46 not only tells us our whereabouts in the discourse 
but also brings us to the very point and purpose of the Epistle. 
TO'OO~Ol~ 06v oTIooery~aalv XOAAn9~val xat ~a~, aoeA~Or ••. XOA-
~~e~ev 06v ~or~ a9~ol' xar Olxatol~' £rarv o~ Od~Ol eXAex~ot 
- u , » '9" ~ # ,# ~oJ eeou. Iva~, £pt" xal U~OI xa, u,xoa~aalal xu, aXlo~a~a 
~6Ae~o, ~e tV u~rv; ~ o~xr eva 9£ou ~xo~tv xa? eva Xpla~ov xat 
lv nveJ~a ~~~ xapl~o~ ~o Exxugev !~' ~~a~; xat ~ta xA~al~ ev 
xpla~~; rva ~r O'~Axo~ev xat Otacr~~~£v ~a ~~A~ ~oG Xp,o~oJ, xar 
!., v , , J....., t. !. ~ I." , ~pxo~eea wa~e e~lAaeeaeaL I/~a, O~l ~~A~ ~a~~v ~AA~AWV; ~v~a9~E 
~wv AOYWV 'I~aou ~oJ Kuptou T)~wv. 
To such examples as these therefore, brethren, we also 
ought to cleaveo For it is written •• o. Let us therefore 
cleave to the guiltless and righteous: and these are the 
elect of God. Wherefore are there strifes and wraths and 
factions and divisions and war among you? Have we not one 
God and one Christ and one Spirit of grace that was shed 
upon us? And is there not one calling Christ? Wherefore 
do we tear and rend asunder the members of Christ?, and 
stir up factions against our own body, and reach such a 
pitch of folly, as to forget that we are members one of 
another? Remember the words of Jesus our Lord.~ 
8Lightfoot. ~ Apostolic Fathers, 295 • 
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To observe the law of coherence, then, is to work out 
order for one's discourse, and then to see that the 
order is manifest. The great error of many writers is that of 
.-king too little use of the devices we have listed, at least of 
connecting links in the interior of the discourse. They do not 
define the relations of their ideas clearly enough to themselves 
to be able to define them for the reader, or they have not yet 
learned the supreme importance of making the reader's task easy 
for him, or they do not use their imaginations sufficiently to 
realize when the reader needs aid. Judging from appearances 
and from hasty examination of totals, we might be led to conclud 
that there is a tendency towards excessive use of such devices 
or connecting links in the Epistle to the Corinthians. They may 
be used when there is no need for them, or they may be painfully 
elaborated when only a word or two is required, but it is better 
to run the risk of such faults as these than to run the risk of 
obscurity. 
ENPHASIS 
The law of emphasis, reminding us that some parts of 
our subject are more important than others, insists that these 
shall be made especially memorable to our readers. Here the 
fundamental question is: How shall I make important things 
stand out? 
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There are, again, various ways of answering this 
The hints which follow may be considered the most question. 
practicallY useful. 
Emphasis, dignity and the clarification of an idea as 
its forcefulness and persuasiveness are attained by the 
sYnonymous repetition characteristic of pleonasm. This repeti-
tion is achieved by placing together words, phrases or clauses 
of the same or at least similar meaning. The most frequent 
occurrence is the following two word pleonasms. aAAO~pra~ xat 
tty~ (alien and stranger, section 1); npo~e~n xat au9~5~ (head-
strong and self-willed, section 1); ~~AO~ xat ~90vo~ xat ~Pl~ 
,# ~ ~ "" f'"I. ", , xal o~aOl~, vLW~o~ xal axa~ao~ao a, no~€~o~ xa, alx~aAwala 
(jealousy and envy, strife and sedition, persecution and tumult, 
war and captivity, section 3); xeva~ xat ~a~aCa~ (idle and vain, 
section 7); ~eyaAonpener xat eV50~~ (excellent and glorious, 
section 9); aAa~ovetav xat ~u~o~ (arrogance and conceit, section 
13); OrXULOV o~v xat OOlOV (right and proper, section 14); ai-
(goatskins and sheepskins, section 17); 
a~pool xat &VO~Ol~ (foolish and senseless, section 21); a~pov€q 
,,, "" " # #,).-" xa, aOUye~Ol XUl Uwpo, xal ana'O£U~Ol XAeua~ouo,v lJ~as xa, 
~ux~npr~ouo,v (senseless and stupid and foolish and ignorant men 
jeer and mock at us, section 39); ae~o,~ xat B'xarOI~ (guiltless 
and ri€hteous, section 46); epe,~ xat e~~ot xat 5,xoo~aolal xat 
aXlcr~a~a XOAe~o~ ~e tV U~ry (strifes and wraths and factions and 
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divisions and war among you, section 46); O,eAxo~ev xaf 5,aa~oo~e 
"6 ' ,..., , (tear and rend asunder, section "T ); OeoolLeea. oov ')(.0., a,l'tWIJ.eea. 
(let us therefore entreat and ask of his mercy, section 50). In 
general it can be stated that the figure is not used to an ex-
aggerated degree, and its relative frequency is quite in keeping 
with the author1s florid style. 
Emphasis can also be attained by the repetition of an 
individual word. The repetition of the same word within the 
same clause is known as anadiplosis. The word may be repeated 
immediately or after a short interval. This figure lends not 
only emphasis to the passage but also intense and passionate 
feeling. ~~o~~aa6~evo, ~!AAOV ~ ~~o't&aaov~e~ (yielding rather 
than ciaiming submission, section 2); 0 AarXor; avepU)~or.; 'tor~ 
Aa.'')(.Or~ ~poa~&y~aa~v OeOe'ta.l (the layman is bound by the layman' 
ordinances, section 40); !nfo'taage yap Xa.AOO~ €~ra'ta.age (for we 
know and know well, section 53). 
The figure of epanaphora consists of the repetition 
of one or several words at the beginning of successive or alter-
nate phrases, clauses or sentences. It is another means of 
attaining emphasis by repetition, but it is more than this. It 
makes for clearness and adds a certain amount of artistic beauty 
to the discourse. Even the simplest forms of this figure are 
not without some rhetorical value. They add to the artistic 
and pleasing method of presentation, and the more complex they 
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more their value increases. Clause epanaphora of one 
_ord is very frequent in the Epistle before uS o Repetition of 
.~in threefold arsis has some rhetorical effect, which we find 
"cu 
h 25 " - Q' ~, '" N' .-in paragrap ,xco ~au'ta ..,aO'ta2:;wv ala-vuel a.xo 'tn, Apa.~nlD' 
:( , ~ , ~ '\. ' ,'\.,,"\ ' J.. ' x~pa, €W, ~Il' Atyux'tou el' "C'Jv ~eyo~evDv H~'OU~O~lV xal II~epa, 
~l€n6v~wv xay~wv; Extx"Cd, !xt ~ov ~oo n~'ou ~w~ov 'tl9natv au~£, 
Similarly, we find the word e~ used in 
section 32, l~ a~~oG yap teper, ~e xat ~eur~at x~v~e, ot ~et~ou­
proJy~eq ~~ 9uataa~Dpr~ ~oG eeoJ €~ ao~oG 0 Kup,o, 'IDaoG, ~O 
xa~a aapxa. e~ au~oG ~aal~er, xat apxov~e, ~at nyou~evol 
and the word eay in section 35, edv ea~DP,~ey~ ~ n at~vo,a 
~ , ~ ~ , ,~ , Y N ~" ", Ot~ x,o~ew, xpu, ~uV @eov· euY exs~w~€V ~u euapEa~a xat euxpoa-
Oexa~e au~~. edv eXt~e~eaw~ev ~~ avn~ov~a ~~ a~~~ ~OU~~a€l 
au~o6' In section 36 we have the word araused five times 
producing this effect, Ola "Coo~ou Ivox'tpl~o~e9a 't~v a~~ov xat 
onep~a~nv O~tV ao"CoQ ala ~o6~ou Dvewxa~oav ~wv ot o~ea~~ol "C~' 
~ ~, • I , "I , , 
xap5ta." atu. ~ou'tou D aauve~o, xat eaxo'tw!-'.€VD s:... ' ".., ~ vla.VOla. D~WV ava.-
ecl~Ae t d, ~O 9au~aa~ov &.,,~o6 <p~" 5, a ~o(;~ou -Dge~Daev (, aea-
~O"CD' "C~' a9ava~ou yvwaew, ~a, ytoaaa9al, a,a "Cou'tou a'tevre~ 
while x~, is used three times in section 37, 
~W, eu'tclx'tw, Again Clement uses the word 'q'tw five times in sec-
, , , H ~'H H ~ , 
ev otaxplael AOYWV ~w yopyo, tv epyo", ~w u.yvo, In section 
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~9 ~e find the word aya~n used six times, aya~n ~av~a avexe~al, 
Ar'~n XOAA4 ~a, ~~ ®e~. aya~n xaA6~~el ~A~aO' a~ap~loov, aya~~ 
DX,~~a oux ~xel, aya~v ou o~aol~el, a~a~n ~av~a nOler tv 
~~ovor~ and then in section 55 the word ~OAAO~, ~OAAOr ~aOlAer, 
xar ~ou~evo' ••• ~OAAOr ~~€X~pnaav '6roov ~oAeoov ••• ~OAAOr €au~ou, 
1[ape6w)(.av et, 60UA€ l av ••• ~oAAa,' yuva rXE, ev6uva~(J)ae raa~-. 
In conclusion, it can be said that Clementts use of the 
figures of repetition is extensive. 
A third means of emphasis is heightening of the style. 
Probably every reader of discourses will recall particular pas-
sages that have remained vividly in his mind when all the context 
has been lost from memory, and this not because of their length, 
nor primarily at least because of their position in the discourse 
though doubtless the most striking passages occur most frequently 
in emphatic positions, but because of some exceptional force or 
imaginativeness or beauty of style. Such a passage is section 
45 in the Epistle before us. 
Be ye contentious, brethren, and jealous about the 
things that pertain unto salvation. Ye have searched the 
Scriptures, which are tnue, which were given through the 
Holy Ghost; and ye know that nothing unrighteous or counter-
feit is written in them. Ye will not find that righteous 
persons have been thrust out by holy men. Righteous men 
were persecuted, but it was by the lawless, they were im-
prisoned, but it was by the unholy. They were stoned by 
transgressors: they were slain by those who had conceived 
a detestable and unrighteous jealousy. Suffering these 
things, they endured nobly. For what must we say, brethren? 
Was Daniel cast into the lions' den by them that fear God? 
Or were Ananias and Azarias and Misael shut up in the 
furnace of fire by them that professed the excellent and 
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glorious worship of the Most High? Far be this from our 
thoughts. Who then were they that did these things? 
Abominable men and full of all wickedness were stirred up 
to such a pitch of wrath, as to bring cruel suffering upon 
them that served God in a holy and blameless purpose, not 
knowing that the Most High is the champion and protector 
of them that in a pure conscience serve His excellent Name: 
unto whom be the glory for ever and ever. Amen. 9 
position of details has a great. part to play in produCing true 
emphasis. In the first place, we are likely to remember es-
pecially well what comes at the beginning of a discourse and ev 
better what comes at the end. What is said, for instance, at 
the beginning finds our mind alert and our attention easily 
engaged. What is said at the end lies freshest in the memory; 
and moreover, since by reason and experience we rather expect 
the writer to focus at that point on what is most important in 
his message, we are likely to pull ourselves together as we see 
signs of its approach and stir our minds to increased activity • 
Anything of genuine importance to the success of the discourse 
should be carefully placed at the beginning. Oftenest probably 
it will be simply a clear indication of his subject, to which 
when the subject is difficult or many-sided he may add a formal 
explanation of his plan of treatment. Sometimes it will be a 
complete statement of his objective; that is, the things he has 
to say about his subject, as in the case of Clement. 
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d. d. ' I' .., , ,~. -6' ~ ~ a'~vlOlOU~ xal e~aAAnAOU~ yevo~eva~ lJ~lV au~-
,opa, xar ~ep'n~wael~, a6eA~Or, ~pao,ov vO~'~O~EV enlO~po~~v 
«e«olnxevaL nepr ~wv €nl~n~OU~€VWV nap' u~rv ~ap~a~wv aya~~or, 
~~, ~E aAAO~pra~ xat ~evn~ ~or~ eXAEX~Or~ ~o6 ®Eo6, ~,apa~ 
. 
4pXov~a el~ ~oooJ~ov a~ovora~ e~£Aauoav, wa~e ~~ oe~v~v xat 
, .. N , e ' ,~ I' » , - ,~ .&pl~On~OV xal naaLV av pwnoL~ a~layan~ov ovo~a u~wv ~Eya~w~ 
.. LO ~~a.0'<p~ TleT)va l • 
The end of the discourse, the position most emphatic 
of all, deserves even more careful consideration than the be-
ginning. What shall occupy the position most emphatic of all? 
Clearly, it is what is most important; and what is most impor-
tant is clearly the thing one really set out to say, one's ob-
jective that is: if it is a Single point one is making, then 
surely this single point should be stated at the end of the dis-
course. If it is a number of points one is making, then these, 
or the most important of them, should there be summarized. 
As to just how much final emphasis the objective re-
quires in a given discourse, the writer must judge for himself. 
His imagination must tell him, as well as his vivid sense of his 
reader's state of mind. He know what effect he wishes to pro-
duce, and he knows the sort of reader he is addressing. "I have 




quiet way," the writer may say to himself, "made 
apparent the point of my essay; do I need to formulate it at the 
end? If I do, will I not seem to my reader ungraceful, over-
insistent or perhaps a bit uncomplimentary? I will close with-
out another word." Again, the writer may be so deeply in ear-
truths he is expressing, so eager to lose no means of 
convincing his reade~s of their importance that no emphasis can 
seem to him too excessive o He will instinctively gather them 
together at the end in a supreme effort to stamp them indelibly 
on the minds of his readers, as is the case in the Epistle be-
fore us. 
A very useful and artistic effect is produced in 
Clement's Epistle when the beginning and the end of his dis-
course is brought into intimate relation with each other. 
Nothing else can mark so well the unity, the oneness and whole-
ness, of the discourse. When the end reverts to the beginning, 
the figure is complete. An effect of this kind is obtained 
when the objective is stated at the beginning and then at the 
end is re-stated in such a way as to take the mind back to the 
beginning, or when at the beginning the reader is given a plan 
of the discourse, is promised that certain topics will be treate 
and then at the end is reminded that the plan has been carried 
out, the promise kept. 




By reason of the sudden and repeated calamities and 
reverses which are befalling us, brethren, we consider that 
we have been somewhat tardy in giving heed to the matters 0 
dispute that have arisen among you, dearly beloved, and to 
the detestable and unholy sedition, so alien and strange to 
the elect of God, which a few headstrong and self-willed 
persons have kindled to such a pitch of madness that your 
name, once revered and renowned and lovely in the sight of 
all men, hath been greatly reviled • 
. 
Therefore it is right for us to give heed to so great 
and so many examples, and to submit the neck, and occupying 
the place of obedience to take our side with them that are 
the leaders of our souls, that ceasing from this foolish 
dissension we may attain unto the goal which lieth before 
in truthfulness, keeping aloof from every fault. For ye 
will give us great joy and gladness, if ye render obedience 
unto the things written by us through the Holy Spirit, and 
root out the unrighteous anger of your jealousy, according 
to the entreaty which we have made for peace and concord in 
this letter. ll 
Another means of emphasis is by proportion. It is ob-
vious, other things being equal, that we are likely to be most 
impressed by what one talks about the most. What is placed be-
fore our attention the most will naturally cause a deeper im-
pression than that which is placed there but a brief time. 
are various ways in which an idea may be kept before the atten-
tion. It may be done by repeating it in various forms as we fi 
in Clement's Epistle. The main point, the purpose of the Epistle 
is stated in various ways throughout it, thus keeping it before 
his reader. He begins in section I by stating, be l ~r)'too~evCJ.)v 
nap' u~rv ~pay~a~CJ.)v and then ~,apa~ xat avootoo In section 3 
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he speaks of it again and elaborates a little more. !x ~ou~ou 
,~~O, xat ~90YO' xar ep~, xar cr~acrl', OLwy~a, xafaxa~acr~acrra, 
, 1 ,# • n 
• 6~e~o, xaL aLx~a~wcrLa; OL a~l~oL I, " P I • eXL ~ou eY~L~OU, OL aoo~oL 
l.r ~O~, ~YOO~OU', Ol a~poye, ~~t ~ou, ~pOYr~OU', ot yeOl ext 
. 
~ H ... ,..,1 # ~a, Xoy~pa,; aOLXOY xaL aaep~ ayeLA~~o~a,. In sections 7, 9 and 
13 he returns and emphasizes it again. ~La axoAErX~~ev ~a, 
xeva, xat ~a~ara, ~pov~iOa,; anoA'xov~e, ~~v ~a~aLOXOVray ~~v 
The main purpose is brought to 
light again in section 23, OlO ~~ OL"'uxw~ev, ~T)Oe tYOaAAeae~ 
, ~ ~... 1 ~ N , (.l"l."l.' ... 1 #, .., I _ 
T) I~UXJI JI~WY ex, 'tal, uxept-'a~~oucra.L' xal eyOo~o" O~peu.L' o.o'tou, 
then again in sections 28, 30, 35, 41, 46 and 51, "forsake the 
abominable lusts of evil works;" "for saking evil-speaking s, 
abominable and impure embraces, drunkennesses and tumults and 
hateful lusts, abominable adultery, hateful pride;" "casting 
off from ourselves all unrighteousness and iniquity, covetous-
ness, strifes, malignities and deceits, whisperings and back-
bitings, hatred of God, pride and arrogance, vainglory and in-
hospitality;" "not transgressing the appointed rule of his 
service;" "wherefore are there strifes and wraths and factions 
and divisions and war among you?" "For all our transgressions 
therefore which we have committed through any of the wiles of 
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adverSary.tt12 Then in the closing sections 54, 57, and 63, 
be lays stress to it. "Let him say; If by reason of me there be 
taction and strife and divisions, I retire, I depart, whither ye 
"Ye therefore that laid the foundation of the sedition, 
yourselves;" "that ceasing from this foolish dissension 
attain unto the goal which lieth before us.,,13 
An idea may also be kept before a reader's attention 
by explaining it, by going more and more into detail with it, by 
illustrating it, by proving its truth and by comparing it with 
similar or contrasting ideas. All of these may be found in some 
form or other in the Epistle before us. In sections 2 and 3 
Clement explains the origin of the evil which has overtaken the 
Corinthians, which makes this letter a necessity. The need of 
repenting and of forsaking these evil practices is given in sec-
tions 8, 9, 13, 14 and 15. The results of this evil is illus-
trated in sections 4, 5, 6 and 7. In sections 9 through 12 he 
gives examples to illustrate the need of this repentance and 
obedience. Again by means of Christ, Old Testament Prophets and 
Creation he illustrates the humility and the submissiveness which 
they ought to possess in sections 16 through 20. By going more 
and more into detail he explains his main pOint. In sections 21 
through 29 he speaks of the judgment of God, opa~e, ayan~or, ~~ 
l2Ibid., pp. 286-298. 
l3Ibid., pp. 299,304. 
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tOepyeolal ao~oo al ~OAAal yeYWY~al eL~ XpL~a XaOLY ~~rY, eay 
~~ a~rW~ a~~ov xOAl~eu6~eYOl ~a XaAa .at e6apeo~a £YW~lOY au~ov 
«Ol~ey ~ee' O~OYra~. He not only paints the dark picture of the 
judgment which befalls such as do these evil practices, but he 
illustrates their relationship to God as obedient and faithful 
servants, and this also by the aid of examples of Old Testament 
prophets. He further explains and emphasizes his main thought 
proving its truth and its authority in sections 40 through 53, 
"Forasmuch then as these things are manifest beforehand and we 
have searched the depths of the Divine knowledge, we ought to do 
all things in order, as the Master hath commanded usn.li+ Then 
the last sections he returns and summarizes all his details, 
giving a final plea. 
"concerning faith and repentance and genuine love and 
temperance and sobriety and patience we have handled every 
argument, putting you in remembrance, that ye ought to 
please Almighty God in righteousness and truth and long-
suffering with holiness, laying aside malice and pursuing 
concord in love and peace, being instant in gentleness; even 
as our fathers, of whom we spake before, pleased Him, being 
lowly-minded towards their Father and God and Creator and 
towards all me."15 
The nature of this means of emphasis is not too ob-
trusive or artificial and the examples or various forms are quite 
evenly distributed. With these considerations in mind, Clement's 
use of proportion can be termed consistent and generous but not 
exaggerated. The figure adds a great deal of emphasis to the 
14Ibid., pp. 292-298. 
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scussion and forcefully clarifies the main point. 
Asyndeton consists of the omission of one or more con-
Ilectives. It tends to relie,re the monotony of a discourse, and 
its skillful use produces rapidity of expression. When prolong 
it emphasizes and adds clarity to the disconnected elements and 
giveS additional force to other figures. The following in the 
Epistle of Clement is a typical example: 5la ~~AOV xai 0 TIaQAO~ 
u~o~ovD~ ~pa~eiov un~5e'~Ev, £n~axl~ 5€o~a 90pecra~, ~uya5eue€,~ 
Alaaaae(~, x~pu~ yev6~evo~ ~v ~e ~~ ava~oA~ xaf tV o~oel. Sec-
tion 21 contains three such examples of asyndeton: 
"Let us reverence our rulers; let us honour our elders; let 
us instruct our young men in the lesson of the fear of God; 
let us guide our women toward that which is good;" then "let 
them show forth their lovely disposition of purity; let them 
prove their sincere affection of gentleness; let them make 
manifest the moderation of their tongue through their si-
lence;" and "let them learn how lowliness of mind prevaileth 
with God, what power chaste love hath with God, how the fear 
of Him is good and great and saveth all them that walk ther 
in in a pure mind with holiness.,,16 
In paragraph 30 we h9.ve another example, IILet us clo 
ourselves in concord, being lowly-minded and temperate, holding 
ourselves aloof from all backbiting and evil speaking, being 
justified by works •••• " Other examples may be found in sections 
32, 34, 35 and in the great liturgical ending, section 59. 
The opposite of this figure of asyndeton is polysynde-
ton, which is characterized Qy the number of connecting particles 
employed. This figure gives a sense of deliberateness and 
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dignity to the discourse, and makes the connected elements stand 
out more clearly and distinctly. Two or more successive con-
junctions are required to form the figure. The following, found 
in Clement, are typical of some of the more elaborate examples: 
"Let us mark the soldiers that are enlisted under our ruler 
how exactly, how readily, now submissively, they execute 
the orders given them," (section 37); "Senseless and stupid 
and foolish and ignorant men jeer and mock at us" (section 
39); "Wherefore are there strifes and wraths and factions 
and divisions and war among you?U (section 46); "forgive us 
our iniquities and our unrighteousnesses and our trans-
gressions and shortcomings" (section 60); "concerning faith 
and repentance and genuine love and temperance and sobriety 
and patience" (section 62).17 
other examples of this elaborate use of the figure may 
be found in paragraphs 3, 9, 7, 21, 30, 32, 35, 36 , 37, 42, 41, 
43, 46, 48 and 58. The frequency of the two-fold type of 
polysyndeton falls short of the elaborate types. We find it 
used in paragraph 2, "Ye were sincere and simple and free from 
malice towards another" in paragraph 33 If He praised them and 
blessed them and said," in paragraph 42 "Having therefore re-
ceived a charge, and having been fully assured through the 
resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ and confirmed in the word 
of God with full assurance ••• " and in paragraph 46 "Have we not 
one God and one Christ and one Spirit of grace that was shed 
upon US?,,18 
17Ibid., 303. 18Ibid., 300. 
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other weaker types of this figure may be found in para-
graphs 17, 34, 35, 38 and 45. Thus we see there are many more 
examples of polysyndeton than there are of asyndeton. In each, 
however, we find a preference for the more elaborate uses of 
these figures. Such a decided preference shows a tendency 
toward deliberation in style. 
A question that is asked for effect rather than to ob-
tain information is known as a rhetorical question. The effect 
attained by these questions is the arousing of such feelings as 
sorrow, admiration, indignation and contempt. In its cumulative 
form the rhetorical question adds emphasis and liveliness to the 
discourse. Short and rapid questions have a stimulating effect, 
recall the attention of the reader and at times gloss over the 
weak points in an argument. Questions may also serve as a device 
to introduce new material in the form of quotations or illustra-
tions, and they may summarize or recall briefly what has just 
been said. Clement does not frequently resort to these question~ 
as we note in the few following examples. Only one series of 
four questions is used to arouse admiration and this in the be-
gi~ning of his Epistle: 
"for who that had sojourned among you did not approve your 
most virtuous and steadfast faith? Who did not admire your 
sober and forbearing piety in Christ? Who did not publish 
abroad your magnificent disposition of hospitality? Who 





As we have seen in the above questions, we may also 
in two more series of questions a lively enumeration of de-
tails, as follows: 
"WaS Daniel cast into the lions' den by them that fear God? 
Or were Ananias and Azarias and Misael shut up in the fur-
nace of fire by them that professed the excellent and 
glorious worship of the Most High?" (section 45) "Where-
fore are there strifes and wraths and factions and division 
and war among you? Have we not one God and one Christ and 
one Spirit of grace that was shed upon us? And is there not 
one calling in Christ? Wherefore do we tear and rend 
asunder the members of Christ, and stir up factions against 
our own body, and reach such a pitch of folly, as200 forget that we are members one of another?" (section 46) 
Rhetorical questions introducing an explanation, il-
lustration or Scriptural quotation used for emphasis may be 
found in: 
"what must we say of David that obtained a good report?" 
(section 18); "For where can any of us escape from His 
strong hand? And what world will receive any of them that 
desert from His service?" (section 28); "What then must we 
do, brethren? Must we idly abstain from doing good, and 
forsake love?" (section 33); "Who therefore is noble among 
you? Who is compassionate? Who is fulfilled with love?tI 
(section 54) 
One other rhetorical question is used: that of brie 
recalling what has gone before, as in section 26: 
"Do we then think it to be a great and marvelous thing, 
if the Creator of the universe shall bring about the resur-
rection of them that have served Him with holiness in the 
assurance of a good faith, ••• by a bird .. o?"~l 
20Ibid., pp. 294-295 • 
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Variety, emphasis and liveliness are attained by such 
this figure. 
The figures of argumentation are devices that grew out 
of the formal usages of the early court-room practices. These 
devices lived on when there was no longer any practical need for 
them, but their skillful use adds variety, emphasis and a dramat 
ic touch to the style of the author. This group includes dia-
paresis, epidiorthosis, prokataleipsis, prosopopoiia, dialekti-
kon and hypophora. Most of these we shall find have been em-
ployed by Clement. 
Diaparesis is a pretended doubt. It usually takes the 
form of a simple question, such as: where shall I begin, where 
shall I leave off and what shall I say? Its purpose is to win 
the good-will of the reader by a show of modesty or to arouse 
his attention by pointing out the difficulty of what is to fol-
low. The weak example we have in Clement is in section 48, "For 
where can any of us escape from His strong hand? And what world 
will receive any of them that desert from His service?,,22 Such 
an extremely sparing use of this figure is another evidence of 
Clement's directness. He prefers other devices to attract the 
attention of the reader. 
Epidiorthosis is a figure that corrects or restricts a 




rhetorical force, and it also gives the impression that 
the writer is very conscientious in any statement that he makes. 
The following is an example of Clement: ~£ 06v ~ol~ow~ev, &oeA~Or 
~ 'ot.., I t. " ~ .). ,,. &p"(TJowj..Lev a/nu ~T)<; ayae011:Ol Ja<; xa, eyxa~aAel~WiJ..eV ~liV aycmT)v. 
(section 33). 
The figure prokataleipsis is a device that anticipates 
and answers objections before the opponents have a chance to 
raise them. It is used to emphasize and clarify the point under 
discussion, as well as to introduce new material and to vary the 
method of presentation. The following are examples in Clement's 
Epistle: "For Christ is wi th them that are lowly of mind, not 
with them that exalt themselves" (section 16); "Let us therefore 
cleave unto His blessing, and let us see the ways of blessing" 
(section 31); "Forasmuch then as these things are manifest be-
forehand, and we have searched into the depths of the Divine 
knowledge, we ought to do all things in order, as ••• the Master ••• 
commanded" (section 40); "What marvel, if they which were en-
trusted ••• with such a work by God appointed the aforesaid per-
sons?" (section 43); and in section 54, "Who therefore is noble 
among you? Who is compassionate? Who is filled with love?23 
For similar examples compare sections 4, 9, 14 and 42. Since 
there are nine instances of this figure, it may be said that 




Clement makes sufficient use of it. This device is especially 
useful in the art of persuasion, and it is noteworthy that its 
use is limited to those sections of the treatise where the argu-
mentation is the strongest. 
The figure prosopopoiia represents a real or an imagi-
nary person as speaking directly. The dramatic nature of this 
figure always imparts a great deal of vivacity to the discourse. 
When joined with personification, it becomes even more powerful. 
No example of such a combination, however, was found in this 
treatise. Scriptural quotations too because of their number and 
nature have been excluded from this study, though they have much 
the same effect. Vividness and clarity are always attained by 
the introduction of this figure. The imaginary debate reproduced 
by prosopopoiia tends to elucidate the complicated questions 
under discussion. 
Dialektikon is a figure in which a questiolF is fol-
lowed immediately by its answer. This question-answer combina-
tion is somewhat similar to the dialogue form of prosopopoiia 
mentioned above. It also produces much the same effect, it give 
liveliness, vivacity and clarity to the passage. When this de-
vice is used to introduce a new subject, it also arrests the at-
tention of the reader. The following are representative examples 
of dialektikon as found in the Epistle to the Corinthians. 
"For who that had sojourned among you did not approve your 
most virtuous and steadfast faith? Who did not admire your 
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sober and forbearing piety in Christ? Who did not publish 
abroad your magnificent disposition of hospitality? Who did 
not congratulate you on your perfect and sound knowledge? 
For ye did all things without respect of persons, and ye 
walked after the ordinances of God, submitting yourselves 
to your rulers and rendering4to the older men among you the honour which is their due.,,2 (section 1); 
"But how shall this be, dearly beloved? If our mind be f 
through faith towards God; ·if we seek out those things which 
are well pleasing and acceptable unto Him; if we accomplish 
such things as beseem His faultless will, and follow the way 
of truth, casting off from ourselves all unrighteousness 
and iniquity, covetousness, strifes, malignities and de-
ceits, whisperings and backbitings, hatred of God, pride 
and arrogance, vainglory and inhospitality." (section 35); 
I1Take up the epistle of the blessed Paul the Apostle. What 
wrote he first unto you in the beginnings of the Gospel? Of 
a truth he charged you in the Spirit concerning himself and 
Cephas and Apollos, because that even then ye had made 
parties." (section 47); and in section 49, 
"Who can declare the bond of the love of God? Who is suf-
ficient to tell the majesty of its beauty? The height, 
whereunto love exalteth, is unspeakable."25 
For similar examples, though in weaker form, compare 
sections 18 and 310 
Hypophora proposes an objection in the form of a ques-
tion for the purpose of immediate refutation. This figure adds 
liveliness to the passage in which it is used, and gives it a 
conversational tone. It also tends to inspire confidence in the 
author inasmuch as he represents himself as willing to answer 
objections. Only one example of this figure was found in this 
treatise, section 39. 
24Ibid ., pp. 271-272. 25 8 Ibid., pp. 2 9-297. 
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The fact that the figures of argumentation occur only 
slightly more than seventeen times establishes the fact that the 
figures are not particularly favored by Clement. Those, however, 
which have the greatest enlivening effect are used the most fre-
quently. It is noteworthy that these old court-room devices have 
continued to live on, and especially that they are used as fre-
quently as they are in a written treatise. The total use of 
these figures is not such that they can be considered to consti-
tute a marked element in the style of the author. 
These are the more important means of securing emphasi 
They are very simple and very easily applied, but to their appli-
cation there is one obvious prerequisite. Before one can make 
clear to a reader what is important in a discourse and what is 
unimportant, one must first be clear upon the question oneselfo 
This we may conclude is very apparent in the Epistle to the Cor-
inthians. Clement knew what he wanted to say before he began to 
ite, and by means of these figures of emphasis he intensifies 
the importance and the urgency of his message. 
INTEREST 
There is yet one more law: the law of interest. A 
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discourse may be unified, coherent, emphatic and yet unnecessar 
11 dull, unattractive, hard to understand and hard to read. It 
is never to be forgotten that one writes to be read and that 
is hard to read, judged by those for whom it is intended, will 
ordinarily find few readers. There are, of course, various kinds 
of subjects: those which are by nature more difficult and more 
unattractive than others and those which are very detailed and 
technical. However there is no subject which the writer can not, 
by taking thought and by keeping his reader sympathetically in 
mind, make more easily grasped and more entertaining than it 
would otherwise be.likely to be. 
Thomas, Manchester and Scott have again reduced the 
of interest, as they did the other laws mentioned above, to the 
form of a simple question, how shall I interest my reader?26 
With this before us we shall examine the Epistle to the Corin-
thians to determine whether or not Clement attempted to answer 
it, whether he had the interest of his readers in mind as he 
wrote. We shall follow the above named authors in regard to this 
question in only its broadest aspect. Even thus interpreted, it 
is a large and complex one. We shall here confine the discussion 
to the idea which may be summed up in the following precept: use 
concrete matter freely. 
26Thomas, Manchester and Scott. QQ. £11., 67. 
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What do we mean by concrete matter? Simply this. It 
.sans such details, particulars, instances, illustrations, ex-
~ples, descriptions, comparisons and contrasts as will bring the 
discussion down to the reader's level and into contact with actu-
al experiences, with objects such as one has seen and touched and 
with actions such as one has witnessed or better still has had a 
part in. 
In each phase of the problem in the First Epistle to 
~e Corinthians, Clement is very careful to group the examples, 
the illustrations and Scriptural quotations so as to produce no 
restraint, making it possible for the reader to immediately grasp 
the thought or problem presented. When speaking of the jealousy 
which had arisen in the Church at Corinth, Clement relates sever-
al concrete examples of Old Testament prophets, who were either 
partakers of such evil or victims of those who practised such. 
These were examples, no doubt, which the people of Corinth had 
all read about and had heard referred to often; such as Cain and 
Abel, Jacob and Esau, Moses, Aaron and Miriam, Dathan and Abiram 
and David. 
"Ye see, brethren, jealousy and envy wrought a brotherts 
murder. By reason of jealousy our father Jacob ran away 
from the face of Esau his brother." 
From these he directs the readerts attention to the 
examples in their own generation, not only for the sake of unity 




"By reason of jealousy and strife Paul by his example point-
ed out the prize of patient endurance. After that he had 
been seven times in bonds, had been driven into exile, had 
been stoned, had preached in the East and in the West, he 
won the noble renown which was the reward of his faith, 
having taught righteousness unto the whole world and having 
reached the farthest bounds of the West; and when he had 
borne his testimony before ,the rulers, so he departed from 
the world and went unto the holy place~ having been found a 
notable pattern of patient endurance ."G7 (section 5). 
In exhorting the Corinthians to repent of this evil 
practice, he does so by means of Scriptural quotations and il-
lustrations which deal explicitly with the need and the result of 
such obedience. The following are Scriptural quotations used in 
section 8: 
"Yea and the Master of the universe Himself spake concerning 
repentance with an oath; For, as I live, saith the Lord, I 
desire not the death of the sinner, so much as his repentan 
••• And if ye be willing and will hearken unto Me, ye shall 
eat the good things of the earth; but if ye be not willing, 
neither hearken unto Me, a sword shall devour you; for the 
mouth of the Lord hath spoken these things." 
Then of the examples of the result of repentance we 
have the lives of Abraham, Lot and Rahab referred to in sections 
10 through 12: 
"Abraham, who was called the "friend," was found faithful i 
that he rendered obedience unto the words of God"; ItFor his 
faith and hospitality a son was given unto him in old age"; 
"For his hospitality and godliness Lot was saved from Sod 
"For her faith and hospitality Rahab the harlot was saved.' 
Confusion for the reader inevitably results when the 




makes use of examples that are only partially relevant, or 
an analogy shifts the ground of comparison or 
cbanges without warning from irony to direct statement. Clement, 
bowever, employs only such examples and Scriptural quotations as 
are necessary to substantiate his pOint. When he speaks of the 
loWliness of Christ, he uses the following Scriptural quotation 
section 16: 
"We announced Him in His presence. As a child was He, as a 
root in a thirsty groundo There is no form in Him, neither 
glory. And we beheld Him, and He had no form nor comeli-
ness, but His form was mean, lacking more than the form of 
meno He was a man of stripes and of toil, and knowing how 
to bear infirmity: for His face is turned away. He was 
dishonoured and held of no account. He beareth our sins and 
suffereth pain for our sakes: and we accounted Him to be in 
toil and in stripes and in affliction. And He was wounded 
for our sins and hath been afflicted for our iniquities. 
The chastisement of our peace is upon Him ••• But I am a worm 
and no man, a reproach of men and an outcast of the people. 
All they that beheld me mocked at me; they spake with their 
lips; they wagged their heads, saying, He hoped on the Lord; 
let Him deliver him, or let Him save him, for He desireth 
him."29 
In section 23 Clement exhorts the Corinthians not to be 
double-minded, neither to let their souls indulge in idle humor 
respecting Godts exceeding and glorious gifts. Then he adds: 
"Let this scripture be far from us where He sai th: Wretv~ .... ::;;\oI,. 
are the Qouble-minded, which doubt in their soul, and say, 
These things we did hear in the days of our fathers also, 
and behold we have grown old, and none of these things hath 
befallen us. Ye fools, compare yourselves unto a tree; take 
a vine. First it sheddeth its leaves, then a shoot cometh, 




full ripe grape."30 
After a series of questions in section 46 of the stri 
and wraths and factions and divisions, he says: 
"Remember the words of Jesus our Lord: for He said, Woe 
unto that man. It were good for him if he had not been bor 
rather than that he should offend one of mine elect. It 
were better for him that a ,mill-stone were hanged about him 
and he cast
3
!nto the sea, than that he should pervert one 0 
mine elect. 
Clement not only uses Scriptural quotations and ex-
amples of Old Testament Prophets to make the discourse alive and 
interesting, but also he brings them in contact with objects 
such as one has seen and touched. Certainly in sections I and 2, 
he rouses their interest when he speaks of their former charact 
and reputation. In section 6 he speaks of their actual experi-
ence in seeing the result of jealousy: 
"Unto these men of holy lives was gathered a vast multitude 
of the elect, who through many indignities and tortures, 
being the victims of jealousy, set a brave example among 
ourselves. By reason of jealousy women being persecuted • 
••• jealousy hath estranged wives from their husbands ••• jealousy and strife have overthrown great cities and up-
rooted nations."32 
He further stimUlates interest in speaking of the re-
action of creation which is very familiar to all, in obedience 
to God o 
"The heavens are moved by His direction and obey Him in 
peace. Day and night accomplish the course assigned to 
30Ibid., 284. 
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by Him, without hindrance one to another. The sun and the 
moon and the dancing stars according to His appointment 
circle in harmony within the bounds assigned to them, with-
out any swerving aside ••• the smallest of living things come 
together in concord and peace. All these things the great 
Creator and Master of the universe ordered to be in peace 
and concord, doing good unto all things, but far beyond 
the rest unto us who have taken refuge in His compassionate 
mercies through our Lord Jesus Christ."33 
In speaking of the resurrection of Christ, he again 
the common objects which his readers have seen and touched 
certainly helps to kindle interest, in section 24: 
"Day and night show unto us the resurrection. The night 
falleth asleep, and day ariseth; the day departeth, and 
night cometh on. Let us mark the fruits, how and in what 
manner the sowing taketh place. The sower goeth forth and 
casteth into the earth each of the seeds; and these falling 
into the earth dry and bare decay: then out of their decay 
the mightiness of the Master's providence raiseth them up 
and from being one they increase manifold and bear fruit.~34 
Other examples of personal objects and concerns, which 
naturally arouse interest in any reader, may be found in section 
37: 
"Let us mark the soldiers that are enlisted under our ruler 
how exactly, how readily, how submissively, they execute 
the orders given them. All are not prefects, nor rulers of 
thousands, nor rulers of hundreds, nor rulers of fifties, 
and so forth; but each man in his own rank executeth the 
orders given by the king and the governors." 
and then: 
"Let us take our body as an example. The head without the 
feet is nothing; so likewise the feet without the head are 
nothing; even the smallest limbs of our body are necessary 
33Ibid., 282. 34Ibid., 284. 
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and useful for the whole body: but all the members consp 
and unite in subjection, that the whole body may be saved. 
Though Clement's Epistle abounds in illustrations, ex-
and Scriptural quotations, yet these are never too long 
or detailed to cause the letter to be dry and monotonous nor to 
cause the reader to be so absorbed in the illustration as to 
forget the main message. It is, rather, by means of these that 
the discourse becomes far more effective and forceful. His il-
lustrations on jealousy are very short, the longest being thir-
teen lines. When he comes to illustrate repentance, his example 
are considerably longer but only sufficiently so as to give the 
main facts and the necessary information regarding each illustra-
tion. The Scriptural quotations and examples which he employs i 
describing the humility and the submissiveness which each ought 
to possess are rather long, especially those of Christ and David. 
These perhaps may be classed as too lengthy for there is consid-
erable detail connected with them; yet the many descriptions of 
their humility, their lowliness of mind and their submissiveness 
tends to arouse interest and forcefulness. The Scriptural quota 
tions which Clement uses in speaking of the judgment of God are 
very short, but to the point. Their pointedness impresses the 
reader's mind and adds interest: 
35Ibid., pp. 29Q-291. 
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"He shall come quickly and shall not tarry; and the Lord 
shall come suddenly into His temple, even the Holy One, wh 
ye expect" (section 23); "Where shall I go, and where shall 
I be hidden from Thy face? If I ascend into the heaven, 
Thou art there; if I depart into the farthest parts of the 
earth, there is Thy right hand; if I make wg bed in the 
depths, there is Thy Spirit." {section 28)j 
and in section 34 , "Behold, the Lord, and His reward is before 
His face, to recompense each man according to his work. 11 The 
good judgment in the length of his descriptions, examples and 
Scriptural quotations impresses us with the fact that Clement 
evidently had the interest of the reader in mind as he wrote. 
It is profuseness of this kind of material that makes 
reading easy and pleasant; a discourse without it is like a hous 
without windows, dark and cold, unattractive and comfortless. 
We may therefore conclude that Clement was aware of the fact tha 
upon the principle of concreteness, more than upon any other, 
hinges the solution of a practical problem of great importance. 
The vital message which he had, without examples, illustrations 
and Scriptural quotations, would be very dull, unattractive and 




THE DICTION OF CLEHENT OF ROME 
There is no type of writing in which style in the 
narrower sense of the term, that is, felicity in the use of 
words, is not essential to success and effectiveness. The write 
must know not only the meaning of a word but also its suggestion 
he must have more than a dictionary knowledge of the words he 
uses. He must know words as he knows people, by having lived 
with them. It is not enough that words should be concrete and 
specific; they must stimulate the imagination so that the reader 
will share the experience of the writer. Thus, no study of the 
style of an author is complete without mention of his diction. 
The style of First Corinthians is very plain and 
simple, imitating an ecclesiastical and unaffected way of writi 
and breathing the true genius and spirit of the Apostolic age. 
It was written because of great schism and sedition in the chur 
of Corinth, begun by two or three factious persons against the 
governors of the church, who, envying either the gifts or the 
authority and esteem of their guides and teachers, had attempted 
to depose them, and had drawn the greatest part of the church 
into the conspiracy; whom, therefore, he endeavored by soft word 
and hard arguments to reduce back to peace and unity. His 





tbat he wholly writes it in the name of the church of Rome, 
~ithout so much as ever mentioning his own, but in that he treat 
them with such gentle and mild persuasiveness. Nothing of sour-
neSs, or 'an imperious lording it over God's heritage, is to be 
seen in the whole Epistle. 
The letter bears a striking resemblance, in turn of 
thought and even in style, to the writings of the New Testament. 
It is, as it has often been called, a truly Apostolical writing. 
The writer never speculates. He forms to himself no complete 
system of theology. He believes in the truths as facts, and 
these truths come out as they have relation to the practice of 
daily life. Then throughout the whole, there runs a continual 
reference to all matters to God. The writer continually has be-
fore him the idea of an ever-present, loving and providing 
Father, in whose hands he and all his brethren are. His refer-
ences to Christ are of the same nature. He always thinks of Him 
as his Lord. He does not indulge in dry theories regarding Him. 
He gives no explanation of any puzzles. He feels Him to be a 
power working within him for holiness. Then his phraseology is 
strikingly similar to that of the New Testament. He speaks of 
the "elect," of the "called," of "justification," of those "who 
fall asleep," exactly as in the writ ings of St. Paulo There are 
two points, however, in which there are striking differences. 
The first is that Clement far more frequently quotes long 
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the Old Testament, and the second is a more enlarged 
the operations of God in nature. It is a curious 
circumstance that the writers of the New Testament never indulge 
lengthened descriptions of the beauties of the world 
afound them, or of the sun, moon and stars. St. Paul mentions 
the argument for God derived from his works, and he has one grand 
burst where he summons before him the whole creation travailing 
and groaning since the introduction of sin. Still he does not 
linger on this theme. Clement, on the other hand, has a whole 
chapter devoted to the order and harmony of the world; and as it 
is really a beautiful piece of writing, and throws light on that 
tendency towards expansion of style which gradually makes the 
Christian writers more voluminous as we travel from the 
apostles, we transcribe it: 
liThe heavens, moved by his management, are obedient to 
Him in peace. Day and night run the course appointed by 
Him, nowise hindering each other. Sun and moon and the 
choruses of the stars roll on in harmony according to his 
command, within their prescribed limits without any devia-
tion. The pregnant earth, according to His will, sends up 
at the proper seasons nourishment abundant for men and 
beasts, and all the living things that are on it, neither 
hesitating, nor altering any of the decrees issued by Him. 
The in-explorable parts of abysses, and the inexplicable 
arrangements of the lower world, are bound together by the 
same ordinances. The vast immeasurable sea, gathered to-
gether into various basins according to His fashioning, ne 
goes beyond the barriers placed round it, but does as He 
has commanded. For He said: "Thus far shalt thou come, 
thy waves shall be broken within thee." The ocean, im-
passable to men~ and the worlds beyond it, are directed by 
the same commanos of the Lord. The seasons of spring aind 
summer and autumn and winter give place to each other n 
peace. The stations of the winds, at the proper season, 
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perform their service without hindrance. The everflowing 
fountains, fashioned for enjoyment and health, never fail 
to afford their breasts to nourish the life of men; and the 
smallest of living things meet together in peace and con-
cord. All these the Great Fashioner and Lord of all has 
apPOinted to be in peace and concord; doing good to the 
whole, but exceedingly abundantly to us who have fled to 
his mercies for refuge through our Lord Jesus Christi to 
whom be glory and majesty for ever and ever. Amen." 
Another characteristic of the writer is moderation: 
the sobriety of temper and reasonableness of conduct, which is 
expressed by the word e~~€tx€~a. One who takes a comprehensive 
view of all the elements in the problem before him, and is more-
over pervaded by a sense of the principle of harmony and order, 
cannot well be extravagant or impulsive or fanatical. He may be 
zealous, but his zeal will burn with a steady glow. This is not 
a quality which we should predicate of Ignatius or even of Poly-
carp, but it is eminently characteristic of Clement. The words 
£~~elXn~, e~~e'x€,a occur many times in his Epistle. In two 
different passages the substantive is qualified by a striking 
epithet, which seems to be its contradiction, ex ~lvn' !~l£rX£la 
(intense moderation). The verbal paradox describes his own 
character. This gentleness and equability, this sweet reason-
ableness, was a passion with him. 
The liturgical character of Clementts language asserts 
itself not only in the concluding prayer, but throughout the 
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~bole Epistle. The litany at the close is only the climax of 
Epistle, which may.be regarded as one long psalm of praise and 
tbanksgiving on the glories of nature and of grace. Before the 
discovery of the lost ending, discerning critics had pointed out 
tbe resemblance of language and of thought to the early liturgie 
even in the then extant portions of the Epistle. At an early 
stage before he enters upon the main subject of the letter, the 
feuds of the Corinthian Church, Clement places himself and his 
readers in an attitude of prayer as the fittest appeal to their 
hearts and consciences. He invites his readers to ~poaeAew~ev 
., ,.", ... , a <10' - .. H auV ao~~ ev ocr,o~~~ 'oX~~ ayv ~ xal a~,av~oo~ xelpa~ a,pov~£~ 
~ ,,, 
~po~ ao~ov (to approach God in Holiness of soul, raising pure 
and undefiled hands to him -- section 29). He reminds them that 
they are an elect and Holy people, as the special inheritance of 
an Holy one, special portion of a Holy God, and that they are 
bound to do the things pertaining to Holiness, ~ol~aw~ev ~a ~oG 
, ,.., ( a."(,o~ov ~a\l~a section 30). This mode of expression is esenti-
ally liturgical. Again they are bidden to attach themselves to 
the blessings of God, XOAA~eW~ev o3'v ~li d'AoYla a.~~ou (section 
31), and to recognize the magnificence of the gifts given by 
Him, ~a ~eya.A£ra ~OO\l ~'Jl:' a~~ou Oeoopevwv owpewv (section 32). 
The greatness of Godts gifts reminds Clement of their proper 
counterpart, our ministration due to Him by the law of reciproci 




zeal every good service. We are made in Godts own likeness, and 
are consequently the heirs of his blessing (section 33)0 Our 
ministrations on earth are the copy and counterpart of the ang 
ministration in heaven. Only the eye and ear of faith are 
)C.a.'ta.vo~(jwlJ.ev 'to xu", xATj90c; 'tOO'" a.yy~AWV ao'to0..l to recall the sight 
and sound of these celestial choirs. In this way, Clement pre-
pares the minds of his hearers for the lesson and rebukes which 
follow. 
This analysis will show that the liturgical close of 
the Epistle is the proper sequel to what precedes. The whole 
letter is a great eucharistic psalm which gathers about its main 
practical aim, the restoration of all the church at Corinth. 
Though Clement echoes the language of New Testament 
writers, as well as the Old Testament, yet we may find several 
words and phrases which are peculiar to Clement and may even have 
their origin in his writings. The words listed below are based 
2 on the authority of J. Bo Lightfoot. 
In sections 1, ~5 and 57 we find the word xa,vape'toy 
which is not found in the New Testam3nt, but is a favorite word 
with Clement. Whether the epithet was first used by Clement and 
derived from him by later writers, or not, is difficult to say. 
He delights in using such compounds, of which the following are 
2J •Bo Lightfoot. The Two Epistles of Clement of Rome. 
Macmillan and Coo, 18690 pp:-34~9o 
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1 ~, , , eJCamp e s , 'Jta.\J.\J. eye e, J<;, xa yay l 0<;, 'lta.\J.'Jth. T)9T)', 'Jta. Y't E'Jt:Olt'tT)<; • 
The word Oea'Jto'tU, is very rarely applied to the Father 
in the New Testament, but occurs in this one Epistle nearly 
twenty times. The idea of subjection to God is thus very promi-
nent in Clement, while the idea of Sonship, on which the Apostoli 
writers dwell so emphatically, is kept in the background. This 
fact is perhaps dues in part to the subject of the Epistle, whic 
required Clement to emphasize the duty of submission; but it must 
be ascribed in some degree to the spirit of the writer himself. 
The word lL€yah.o'Jtp€'Jtn<; is frequently used in Clement, 
sections 1, 10, 19, 45 and 58 0 It is only found once in the New 
Testament. 'ra1lElvo<PPOvwv is also a favorite word with Clement. 
We find it used twice in section 13, three times in section 16, 
then in sections 2, 17, 30 and 48, once. This verb occurs only 
once in the Old Testament and not once in the New Testament. 
In regard to ee'Y01tae~')(.'tT)<; (his employer), Mr. Lightfoot states 
that he has not found any other instance of this word, which is 
equivalent to ~PxoOo't!)<;. Again, of the word 'Jta.\I{l.Xl oC; he makes 
this comnent, "this is apparently the first occurrence of the 
word, which afterwards takes a prominent place in the language 
of Gr8ek Christendom.,,3 
The large and comprehensive spirit of Clement, as ex-
hibited in the use of the Apostolic writers, has already been 
3Ibid. 1120 
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pointed out. While he draws his arguments from the law of Moses 
and his illustrations from the Old Testament, thus showing his 
Sympathy with the Judaic side of Christianity, he at the same 
time uses freely those forms of expression which afterwards be-
came the watchwords of the Gnostic sects and were doubtless fre-
. 
quently heard on the lips of their forerunners, his contempor-
aries. To this class belong 'tel !3a.eT) 'tTl' yvoooew, of which YVWOl' 
is a favorite word with Clement as can be seen in his quoting of 
it in sections 1, 36 and 41 and especially in section 48, ~'tw 
Oova'to, YVWOlV e~e,~erv. 
The passage, '1;OU ~a.xap r 00 IIauAou 'tou a.'J[OO'tOUAOO j of 
Clement is perhaps the earliest instance of the specially Chris-
tian sense of ~a.X&OlO' In section 43 he applies the epithet to 
Moses; in section 55 to Judith. The word continues to be used 
occasionally of the living and even in later writers. Then in 
section 59 he uses another form, ( e<i't'tovand 'TaXlOV in the same 
sentence) which is doubly strange, as it does not occur in the 
New Testament. 
These are some of the words which Clement employed, 
which were favorites of his, in giving color and detail to the 
lines of his Epistle. 
The term Classical is used to speak of Greek as it was 
spoken by the Greeks themselves, in their own country, prior to 




persian Empire, his armies spread the knowledge of the Greek 
language over the then-known world. Remaining as armies of oc-
cupation and settling among the conquered peoples, they popular-
ized the language, simplifying its grammatical and syntactical 
structure. The language, as spoken by them, became what is 
. 
called Koine Greek. The word Koine means common and refers to 
the fact that the mingling of the various Greek tribes and dia-
lects in the great armies of Greece produced a common language, 
a language held in common by all Greeks; whereas before, the 
country of Greece was divided into various Greek states, each 
having its own Greek dialect. This Greek is called Koine. This 
is the Greek that became the international language. 
Classical Greek compared to Koine Greek is comparable 
to English used by the great writers of the past to the English 
which the average person uses in ordinary conversation o The 
Greek translation of the Old Testament, the Septuagint, is in 
the Koine Greeko The New Testament is also written in the same 
style. Clement likewise writes in the Koine Greek. These there 
fore were written in the language of the ordinary person, not in 
the language of the scholar. The following is a list of words 
showing the Koine elements in Clementts vocabulary. The Classi-
cal usage is presented first, then the Koine usage in Clement. 
aYLa~w. The Classical Greek word meaning to sanctify i 





fices, to set apart for the gods, to present, to offer. The word 
used in the New Testament answering to ayr~w is ayta~w which 
means, to place in a relation to God answering to His Holiness. 
Neither word means merely to set apart, but in the case of the 
pagan word, to set apart for gods, and in the case of the Chris-
tian word to set apart for God. The latter is used in the intro-
duction, and sections 35 and 46 of Clement's Epistle. 
The word humility is the translation of ~anelvO~eOOov~ 
The word commonly used by Classical writers which is related to 
~aTlElVO~pooov~was ~a~Elv6,. Speaking of the use of ~a~elvo, 
by Greek writers, Trench says: lithe instances are few and ex-
cep~ional in which ~a~el YO, signifies anything for them which is 
not grovelling, slavish, and mean-sPirited.lI~ He states that 
this word is associated in the Greek Classics with such words as 
the following: aYEAEUeepo, (not free, illiberal, slavish, 
servile, niggardly, stingy), ayeyy~, (without illustrious birth, 
low-born, cowardly, mean), Ka~aee, (downc~st). But he also shows 
that at times the word was used with a better meaning. It is 
linked by Plat05 with a word that speaks of certain ones who were 
honored. Demosthenes6 uses it to describe words that are also 
moderate, modest, and temperate. Xenophon7 sets it over against 
~rench, R.C. Synonyms of the New Testament. Grand 
Rapids, Mi~igan: Erdmant~. p. l4E. ~., 151. 10c. cit. 710c. ill. 
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those who are described as holding themselves to be above others. 
Plutarch says that the purpose of divine punishment is that the 
soul may become wise, prudent (~a~elv6,), and fearful before the 
face of God. The word ~a~e~vo~pocruvn occurs in the Epistle to 
the Corinthians in sections 3, 13, 16, 17, 19, 30, 31, 38 and 48 
and is translated in these places by the wards humility, lowli-
ness of mind and humbleness of mind. 
The word ,j~oypa!J.H6<; (a copy, an example) is a Koine 
word which occurs in sections 6, 16 and 33. The Classical word 
which corresponds is u~oypa~~. In the word ¥pa~€rOV (the writing) 
Clement seems to adopt the threefold division of the Old Testa-
ment books. In the Classical language ypa~erov is not a writing 
but a pen. 
Though Clement uses some Classical idioms and words he 




EVALUATION OF THE STYLE AS A WHOLE 
Clement's reputation as one of the great masters of 
rhetoric is amply sustained in this study of the mechanics of 
. 
his art. He uses the devices of rhetoric moderately enough to 
derive the full benefit from them, though he, at the same time, 
does not fall into any of their excesses. This moderation, and 
this choice of a happy mean, give him his pleasing and vivid 
style. 
The theme is logically developed, and the great variet 
of subjects introduced have a direct bearing on the main theme 0 
the discourse. Sometimes, it is true, interruptions are of con-
siderable length; but even these are skillfully linked to the 
general development. The number and variety of vivid images and 
Scriptural quotations, generously interspersed throughout the 
work, serve as an excellent means to relieve any tendency toward 
monotony, and thus stimulate the interest of the reader. 
The Sophistic influence of Clement's work has often 
been minimized because any such influence is apparently contrary 
to his own personal convictions. Actually however, and in spite 
of his repeated denunciations of profane rhetoric and all that 
it stood for, he was unconsciously perhaps profoundly influenced; 





of his life. Neither should we find fault with him for catering 
to the tastes of the intellectuals of his time, for in this 
manner his influence proved to be all the greater. 
The rhetorical features of Clement's style, which have 
been discussed in the various chapters of this treatise, can be 
briefly recapitulated as follows:' 
The prinCiple of unity is, we may believe, kept before 
our author throughout the writing of his Epistle. He uses every 
possible means to illustrate and enforce his one point. Though 
he digresses somewhat, yet he is very careful to tell his reader 
so and to maintain the unity of the discourse. 
The two questions asked in regard to coherence, in wha 
order shall one arrange one's material and how shall one make 
this order apparent?, are quite clearly observed in Clementts 
Epistle. 
Clement's observance of the law of emphasis may be con 
sidered extensive. HiS abundant use of the figures of repetitio 
lend variety to the discourse. There can be little doubt that he 
used the figure of epanaphora deliberately as a vehicle of force 
fulness. The position and proportion which he gave to his de-
tails are very clearly marked. A great effect is produced by his 
stating the objective at the beginning, and then at the end re-
stating it. Nothing else marks so well the unity and the one-
ness of the discourseo His use of proportion can be termed 
--------•••••••••• " "." "1"".'"'·"1""." •••• =.W.'iI""ja.""'$@4"'q,W ... 4ic"':;!!I'!4)""J,~""!Ii!l'¢R.4..,.;e-·;;';;::'·~·~'··"~':':;:'::;: 
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consistent and forceful. The figure adds a great deal of empha-
sis to the discourse, and clarifies the main point. 
Among the figures of vivacitr, asrndeton, polysyndeton 
and the rhetorical question are special favorites of Clement. 
Their consistently frequent use, as well as their wise distribu-
tion, produce an unmistakable and energetic liveliness throughout 
the discourse. Generally Clement uses the elaborate types of 
these devices, giving the discourse a sense of dignity and de-
liberateness. Lack of irony is not surprising in an author who 
is evidently too sincere to indulge in the use of such subleties. 
Clement uses the figures of argumentation rather sparingly, con-
sidering the fact that the treatise is in dialogue form and is 
argumentative in character from beginning to end. The moderate 
use of these figures greatly enhances the easy flowing style of 
the treatise as a whole. 
Even the more numerous figures, in the present case, 
seem to fit into the general construction so neatly that they in 
no way detract from the sublimity of the moral instruction in-
tended. Although it would appear that some figures are used ex-
cessively, they nevertheless accomplish their purpose; and this 
purpose is never one of mere display, but rather the exposition 
of the eternal truth. 
Clement, it may be stated, had the interest of his 




Scriptural quotations he used helped greatly in not only explain-
ing his main message but also in creating interest. 
The choice and use of words, by which Clement expresses 
his message, are very appropriate and effective. He uses words 
which well describe the various phases of his message and which 
his reader can readily understand. 
The se, then, are some of the considerat ions ,which make 
desirable a more thorough investigation of rhetorical style in 
the New Testament. The astimate of the use of rhetoric in the 
New Testament has not bee~ in all essentials, true. With the 
view that the sacred writers were more concerned with the sense 
than the manner of expression, one has no quarrel. They knew, as 
well as any author must know, that the two are not so easily 
divorced. Therefore, if we are to attempt to gain better ap-
preciation of the New Testament authors, surely it is of supreme 
importance to lay some stress upon pOints of artistic form; most 
especially in a literature where form and SUbstance are so in-
dissolubly allied as that of the Greek language, even though the 
grammar and syntax of the Koine does depart at times from strict 
Classical rules • 
. . >;''''$ A p. 4,· Gi ; ,P 
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